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INTRODUCTION 

Thomas Hardy's novels, written in the last three decades 

of the last century, have provided material for critical con

troversy since their first printing. Early critics of the 

novels, some during the author's lifetime, condemned his 

view of life as darkly pessimistic and said his characters 

were toys in the hands of a malicious fate- Despite Hardy's 

protests that he was not advocating any philosophy, nor was 

he a determinist, critics such as Lionel Johnson and Lord 

David Cecil persisted in their accusations. They claimed 

that Hardy's fictional characters had no free will, that 

their fate was determined for them and tiiat no matter how 

hard they fought against it, they could not change their 

destiny. Extending this interpretation to the author, they 

could thus accuse Hardy of being a determinist or fatalist. 

More recent criticism, however, has ieen concerned with 

interpreting Hardy's characters as free agents, responsible 

for their own success or failure in the fictive world of the 

novel. Increased interest in psychological criticism has 

prompted students of Hardy to search for subconscious con

flicts, neuroses, and sexual meanings which motivate the 

characters, and to apply them also to the novelist. These 

twentieth century critics have largely attempted in their 

studies of character development to clear Hardy of the label 

"fatalist." 



Hardy scholar J. 0. Bailey, for instance, denies the 

fatalist charge on the basis that many of the characters 

are offered opportunities for redemption which they may 

freely choose or reject. In a similar vein, Michael Mill-

gate emphasizes Jude's and Sue's early emotional starvation 

2 
as a cause for their later actions. The characters in 

Hardy's novels who blindly follow their emotions and refuse 

to exercise reason come to a disastrous end, according to 

3 
Katherine Anne Porter. Irving Howe's excellent introduc
tion to Jude the Obscure attributes the problems of that 

novel's two main characters to internal conflicts they can-
4 

not understand. Numerous unpublished dissertations have 

examined some of the novels from a psychological perspective, 

suggesting that the characters' personalities are often 
5 

responsible for their destinies. 

In the same critical vein, this paper seeks to investi

gate Hardy's works, hoping to cast a new perspective on the 

question of character motivation. Hardy's thematic emphases 

will also be examined, as well as the vision of life re

vealed in his fiction and in his life. 

In the process of this study, a new psychological tool 

will be tested to determine its potential effectiveness and 

validity as a critical approach. Transactional analysis is 

a personality theory formulated with an intentionally lim

ited and colloquial vocabulary :ind easily explained 



principles. Since its purpose is the clarification and 

modification of behavior patterns and motives, it could 

prove helpful to an investigation of the motivation and re

lationships of fictive characters and of their psychological 

credibility as symbolia representations of real life. 

The concepts of transactional analysis will be applied 

to two novels by Thomas Hardy: a relatively early one/ Far 

from the Madding Crowd (1874) , and his last one, Jude the 

Obscure (1895). Because of the limited scope of this paper, 

only those works can be studied, but their being twenty 

years apart may lead to further deductions concerning Hardy's 

development as a novelist. The process will be to first ex

plain the basic concepts of transactional analysis as de

veloped by its founder, and then to apply those principles 

to each of the novels, concluding with whatever generaliza

tions emerge from the study. It is hoped that new insight 

will be provided into the problem of the self-determination 

of Hardy's characters and a new perspective of his artistic 

vision revealed as a result of this study. 



CHAPTER I 

TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS: A NEW TOOL FOR 

CHARACTER INTERPRETATION 

The principles of transactional analysis were introduced 

in 1961 by the late Dr. Eric Berne, a renowned American psy

chiatrist, in his book Transactional Analysis in Psycho

therapy, as a "systematic, consistent theory of personality 

and social dynamics.!' CThe complete system Berne developed 

can be sub-divided into a sequence of phases: structural 

analysis, transactional analysis, game analysis, and script 

analysis (the entire system being commonly named transac

tional analysis). For our purposes, each of these phases 

may be used to shed light on an aspect of character develop

ment in Thomas Hardy's novels; therefore, a brief explanation 

of all of them as defined by Berne and other transactional 

analysts will be helpful before we apply them to the novels. 

Structural analysis deals with the theory that personal

ity is comprised of three organs (the exteropsyche, the 

neopsyche, and the archeopsyche) which manifest themselves 

operationally as three types of ego states--Parent, Adult, 

and Child—each one "a system of feelings accompanied by a 
7 

related set of behavior patterns." The Parent ego state is 

borrowed from parental figures and reproduces the feelings, 

attitudes, behavior, and responses of those figures. Adult 



ego states are concerned with the autonomous collecting and 

processing of data and the estimating of probabilities as a 

basis for action. The Child ego state represents relics 

from the individual's childhood and reproduces his behavior 

and state of mind at a particular moment or epoch of his 

development. 

Berne bases this hypothesis on three observed 

conditions: 

1. That every grown-up individual was once a child. 
2. That every human being with sufficient function

ing brain-tissue is potentially capable of ade
quate reality testing. 

3. That every individual who survives into adult 
life has had either functioning pairents or 
someone in loco parentis.^ 

Diagnosis of ego states may be made by observation of invol

untary or voluntary behavior or detected by introspection 

into any experience. 

Dr. Berne devotes a chapter in his book Principles of 

Group Treatment to comparing and reconciling his theories 

with those of Freud. Briefly, he states: 

The superego, ego, and id as defined by Freud are 
regarded as determinants of special characteris
tics of each type of ego state, but neither the 
ego states themselves nor the organs that "give 
rise" to them correspond to the Freudia.n 
"agencies." Superego, ego, and id are inferen
tial concepts, while ego states are experiential 
and social realities. The descriptive study of 
ego states takes precedence over the study of the 
influences that determine them. In doctrinal 
terms, structural analysis precedes psychoanalysis. 
In structural language, psychoanalysis is essen
tially a process of deconfusing the Chi Id ego 



state, but that ego state must first be isolated 
and described, and the Adult ego state must si
multaneously be decontaminated and recathected. 
. . . 9 

The Parental ego state (or "Parent," as Berne collo

quially names it) consists of recordings of imposed external 

events in the brain of a child during his early years, prob

ably the first five years of life. Recordings of parental 

attitudes, rules, instructions, admonitions, and non-verbal 

gestures, expressions, and tone of voice are taken in by 

the young child without modification or editing. The func

tion of the Parent is to conserve the young child's energy 

by making certain decisions automatic, thus freeing him to 

explore and create, to concentrate on important, rather 

than routine, matters. 

me can usually see the Parent in an individual in one 

of two forms. The prejudicial Parent is revealed in appar

ently arbitrary, non-rational attitudes, usually prohibitive 

—judgments on what a person may or may not do, or on what 

is socially acceptablejL The nurturing or caring Parent is 

manifested as sympathy for another individual, copied or 

inferred from the early supportive actions of the parents. 

Both of these forms are examples of the active Parental ego 

state in which a person responds as his father or mother 

actually responded—he is like his parent. An individual 

may also feel parental influence. In this Parent state he 

is responding as his parents would have liked him to. 



Diagnosis of the Parent may be made by observation of 

gestures and demeanor. The critical Parent is often seen 

in a pointing index finger, a forbidding gesture, or arms 

folded across the chest—all indicative of "sternly paternal 

uprightness" —while the sympathetic Parent may be revealed 

in the gracious mothering bend of the nedk. Voice and vocab

ulary also provide clues to the Parent. TSie tone of his 

mother's anger may be duplicated in a person's speech. Ab

solutes such as "always" and "never" and judgmental words— 

"stupid," "disgusting," "cute," "ridiculous," and "poor 

thing"—which are based on archaic, automatic responses, are 

typically Parent; they are said without any Adult evaluation. 

While the Parent is the product of the external impres

sions of a young child, the Child ego state, or "Child," is 

the recording of internal events: impressions and feelings. 

The actual feelings and behavior patterns of childhood are 

expressed throughout life in their original intensity. The 

Child ego state is exhibited in two forms: the adapted 

Child and the natural Child. The behavior of the adapted 

Child is modified under the Parental influence; he acts com

pliant, precocious, or withdrawn, as the original parent 

wanted or caused. The natural Child is a spontaneous expres

sion—of creativity or rebellion, for example. Berne states 

that the function of the "healthy" Child is "to motivate the 

data-processing and programing of the Adult so as to obtain 
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the greatest amount of gratification for itself." Intui

tion, creativity, spontaneous drive, and enjoyment reside 

in the Child. 

Gestures typical of the Child are a coy inclination of 

the head, pouting, shrugging shoulders, and crying. Baby 

talk or a whining tone complaining about "little old me" 

indicate that a person has responded in the Child ego state. 

Superlatives implying competition ("Mine is better"); oaths, 

expletives, and epithets revealing the emotional nature of 

the Child; and expressions centering on the self ("I wish, 

I want, I gonna") all may help to diagnose the Child ego 

state. 

The Adult ego state serves as a mediator between the 

Parent and Child. One transactional analyst, Thomas Harris, 

calls the Adult a "'thought concept' of life based on data 

gathering and data processing" as opposed to the "taught 

concept" of life in the Parent and the "felt concept" of 

12 life in the child. When the infant at about ten months 

learns that he can move and elicit responses from others by 

actions resulting from his own awareness and original 

thought, his Adult has begun to function. 

An important function of the Adult is to examine the 

Parent data to see if it is still true and applicable and 

to accept it or reject it. It also tests the Child to see 

if its emotional expressions are appropriate. In addition 



to this updating of data to fit the present reality, the 

Adult functions in probability estimating—making decisions 

and solving problems. /jAs Berne summarizes, "the Adult ego 

state is characterized by an autonomous set of feelings, 

attitudes, and behavior patterns which are adapted to the 

13 current reality." The importance of the Adult function 

is not the accuracy of the judgment but the quality of the 

data-processing based on available input. Thus a young per

son may make very different judgments from a trained worker, 

but if he is making full use of the data available to see 

reality, he is using his Adult. 

We can recognize the Adult functioning in a posture of 

thoughtful concentration, a straightforward face, or a ref

erential gesture. The Adult vocabulary consists largely of 

substantives and verbs because reality is discussed without 

prejudice or archaic distorted judgments. The question 

words, "who," "what," "when," "where," "why," and "how," 

reveal the Adult quest for unbiased information, for the 

facts of reality. 

\According to Dr. Harris, the Adult in a young child 

makes its first assessment of his "life position" in rela

tion to others when he concludes, "If I'm not OK and you're 

OK, what can I do to make you, an OK person, be good to me, 
"̂  14 

a not OK person?" Berne, too, uses the colloquial "OK" 

to mean good, right, moral, rich, or any favorable value. 

file:///According
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Both psychiatrists have established that there are four 

basic life positions, each a deliberate decision resulting 

from Adult data processing in the very young person: 

1. I am not OK; you are OK. 
2. I am not OK; you are not OK. 
3. I am OK; you are not OK. 

4. I am OK; you are OK.-'-̂  

(Harris believes that every young person tentatively makes 

the first choice simply because he does not always receive 

sufficient stroking or physical contact, because he is 

awkward and uncoordinated, and because he often cannot 

please his parents?. Others are "OK" because they provide 

the stroking, so the child must accept their judgment of him 

because they are larger and he cannot control their atten

tion. In the second position, if the child is abandoned or 

ignored and receives no further stroking, he gives up, with

drawing from life, and may finally commit suicide. If a 

child is beaten and abused, he comes to the conclusion that 

"You're not OK," and away from the source of pain, he feels 

that he will be "OK" if left alone. This "I'm OK; you're 

not OK" position often leads to divorce or homicide in the 

person's attempt to rid himself of troublesome people. 

The first three positions are unconscious ones, made 

early in life and based on data from the Parent and Child, 

the result of emotions and impressions. The fourth position 

is a conscious choice, a mature decision based on "thought, 

faith, and the wager of action." This position allows the 
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Adult to dominate, to turn off "not OK" recordings put in 

by the Parent and reflected by the Child. Life positions 

are determined by the ego state in control of the 

personality. 

Structural analysis, then, reveals whether a person is 

operating in the Parent, Adult, or Child ego state. When 

two people are engaged in a transaction, the unit of social 

intercourse, transactional analysis is employed to determine 

which ego state is involved in the stimulus and which exe

cutes the response. There are several levels of trans

actions , depending on the motives and the amount of 

involvement of the parties. "Rituals" and "pastimes" are 

candid transactions; they involve no conflict or ulterior 

motives. Rituals are Parentally patterned transactions 

which provide verbal stroking to the people involved. They 

are acceptable if they display good manners, such as our 

American greeting rituals or goodbye rituals. Pastimes are 

defined by Berne as semi-ritualistic topical conversations 

which are useful in the process of selecting friends and 

acquaintances, like conversations about sports, cars, or 

the weather. 

Because "games" form such a large part of every per

son's life and because they are repetitious and predictable, 

they are probed in a separate study—game analysis. Games, 

unlike rituals and pastimes, are dishonest: they include 
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an unconscious ulterior quality and a payoff. Transactions 

occur on two levels simultaneously in a game, the social 

and the psychological. For example, an exchange may be 

ostensibly Adult to Child (one person in his Adult ego 

state engaging another person in his Child ego state), but 

the ulterior meaning of the stimulus and response may be 

Child to Child, even if Jbhe participants do not recognize 

the hidden meanings. The payoff is the satisfaction one 

receives from the game, usually at the expense of the other 

player. The outcome of a game is always predictable if the 

Parent or Child dominates, thus providing security for peo

ple afraid of the uncertainty involved in openness when the 

Adult is in charge of the transaction. (§erne calls games 

by such colloquial titles as "See What You Made Me Do," 

"Frigid Woman," "Look How Hard I've Tried," "Rapo," and 

"Now I've Got You, You Son of a Bitch," which indicate 

something about their strategy or intent. 

People engage in rituals and pastimes and play games 

to avoid intimacy, which Berne says is "the most perfect 

17 

form of human living." Intimacy is a game-free trans

action, with no mutual exploitation. He explains intimacy 

in structural terms in Sex in Human Loving: 

Intimacy is a candid Child-to-Child relationship 
. . . set up by the Adult ego states of the 
parties concerned, so that they understand very 
well their contracts and commitments with each 
other. . . . As this understanding becomes 
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clearer, the Adult gradually retires from the 
scene, and if the Parent does not interfere, the 
Child becomes more and more relaxed and freer 
and freer. . . . The capacity for intimacy de
pends upon the ability of the Adult and the 
Child to keep the Parent at bay if necessary. 
Parental encouragement helps the Child lose his 
fear of intimacy, and assures that he will net 
be restrained by a burden or threat of guilt.18 

All of these relationships, from the impersonal rituals 

to semi-personal pastimes and games to the most personal re

lationship of intimacy, involve transactions which can be 

analyzed through the insight provided by structural analysis. 

These transactions can all be fitted into a larger pattern 

or life-plan called the "script." Script analysis is the 

effort to discover this often unconscious life-plan. Berne 

maintains that at the age of five or six, a person has a 

script largely dictated by his parents but with his Adult 

making the final commitment, which tells him how he will 

carry on his life and whether he will be a winner, non-
19 

winner, or loser. A "winner" is a person who fulfills 

his contract with the world and with himself. As Berne says, 

"He sets out to do something, says that he is committed to 

20 
doing it, and in the long run does it." A "non-winner" 

accomplishes something, but not the entire goal. A "loser" 

fails entirely. Harris illustrates the relationship between 

the script and the "not OK" life position with two alterna

tive scripts for living out this position. The individual 

may try to live out a script written unconsciously by the 
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Child which confirms the "not OK" position by withdrawing, 

engaging in wishing or fantasies, or provoking negative 

responses from others. Or the person may adopt an uncon

scious "counter-script" with rules and stipulations dic

tated by the Parent telling how the Child may become "OK": 

by complying with the demands of those he feels are "OK." 

The ultimate goal of one's behavior, according to Berne, is 

"to bring about the desired culmination of the script," 

which may be either tragic (for a loser) or constructive 

/̂  • N 21 (for a winner). 

Ego states (Child, Parent, Adult), types of transaction 

(Parent to Child, Adult to Adult, etc.), life positions 

("OK," "Not OK"), levels of transaction (rituals, pastimes, 

games, intimacy) scripts (strategies of existence)--these 

are the central concepts in the psychological system of 

transactional analysis, a theory of personality that may 

highly facilitate precise character analysis and deeply 

illuminate latent thematic emphases in the novels of Thomas 

Hardy. 



CHAPTER II 

A TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS OF FAR FROM THE 

MADDING CROWD 

In Far from the Madding Crowd, Hardy's first widely 

acclaimed novel, an examination of the ego states of the 

characters and of transactions between them may help reveal 

Hardy'^_attitude toward love, maturity, and happiness".' We 

may be able to discover more precisely the qualities and 

actions which Hardy believes determine a man's success or 

failure in life and to express explicitly or implicitly 

these values more clearly with a new vocabulary. 

Often in his writing Hardy describes his characters 

using the traditional dichotomy of "passion" and "reason," 

of heart and head. In transactional analysis, a third 

element is added. Depending on its psychological source, 

reason may involve either or both the Parent and Adult ego 

states. The Adult is predominant if the thought emerges 

from a thorough evaluation of possibilities and a resultant 

rational decision. But if the thought or action is based 

on Parental dictates or social norms, the person is domi

nated at that moment by the Parent. In studying the novel 

from a transactional viewpoint, a distinction between these 

two ego states is sometimes essential when Hardy uses the 

term "reason." 

15 
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Thomas Hardy's own descriptions provide the beginning 

of our analysis of the dominant ego states of each character 

From the transactional approach, the best-functioning Adult 

(in the sense explained in the previous chapter) of all the 

characters in Far from the Madding Crowd is Gabriel Oak, 

whom various critics have designated as the victorious hero 

in the novel because of his stability, his harmony with 

22 nature, or his rationality. Hardy introduces him as "a 

23 young man of sound judgment." In structural terms, his 

Adult was active in "data processing." He could weigh in

formation and make appropriate decisions. Hardy again says, 

"His intellect and his emotions were clearly separated: he 

had passed the time during which the influence of youth in

discriminately mingles them in the character of impulse, 

and he had not yet arrived at the stage wherein they become 

united again, in the character of prejudice, by the influ

ence of a wife and family" (p. 3). This statement, distin

guishing between Adult, Child, and Parent, could almost be 

found in a transactional analysis text. Gabriel's Adult 

can clearly see the emotions of the Child and hold them in 

check; it can also monitor the Parent to prevent prejudices 

from clouding his reasoning ability. 

Gabriel's reaction to the misfortune of his sheep run

ning over the cliff reveals the soundness of his Adult ego 

state. Even in that devastating time, he thought of the 
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possible consequences: "Thank God I am not married: what 

would she [Bathsheba] have done in the poverty now coming 

upon me" (p. 41). He learned from the experience; he did 

not give up but selected the best of the alternatives be

fore him: he sought the work he knew best. The experience 

did not bring out the pouting Child or the bitter Parent. 

"There was left to him a dignified calm he had never before 

known, and that indifference to fate which, though it often 

makes a villain of a man, is the basis of his sublimity 

when it does not" (p. 44). Thus Hardy presents Gabriel in 

the early chapters of the novel as a character with the 

Adult ability to face reality and to base his decisions on 

real alternatives; he is the Adult norm for the story. 

The first picture Hardy presents of Bathsheba Everdene, 

in contrast, is that of a person dominated by the Child ego 

state. We see her natural or impulsive Child as she sits 

24 

in the wagon and smiles at herself in the mirror. Hardy 

calls it a "real" smile, so that we know her pleasure from 

the indulgence is genuine. Shortly afterward, Bathsheba 

rides down a path lying back on her horse with the Child

like pleasure of acting on an impulse when no one else can 

watch or spoil her fun. As the novel progresses, the reader 

wonders if Bathsheba can continue to exist in such an impul

sive, idyllic state, or if she will be able to develop a 

consistently functioning Adult (of which she gives 
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occasional promise) to work with her Child in combining 

sound judgment with spontaneous pleasure. Hardy at one 

point summarizes the combination of ego states in her per

sonality with these words: 

Bathsheba's was an impulsive nature under a de
liberative aspect. An Elizabeth in brain and a 
Mary Stuart in spirit, she often performed ac
tions of the greatest temerity with a manner of 
extreme discretion. Many of her tiaoughts were 
perfect syllogisms; unluckily, they always re
mained thoughts. Only a few were irrational 
assumptions; but, unfortunately, ttey were the 
ones which most frequently grew into deeds 
(p. 49). 

Farmer Boldwood, the third major character introduced 

into the novel, although he generally suppresses and even 

represses emotion, is not the controlled, passionless man 

the community thinks him. Hardy explains that Boldwood's 

personality is composed of a "perfect balance of enormous 

antagonistic forces" (p. 37). If the balance is disturbed, 

the farmer is completely mastered by the ruling passion. 

Although he appears on the surface to be a reasonable, 

rational man—that is, an Adult—the Child is actually his 

dominant ego state. In his description of Boldwood, Hardy 

suggests that a man who cannot successfully moderate his 

passions with a more Adult, realistic, well-rounded view of 

life may face problems. 

As narrator Hardy comments on the other main characters, 

so he also presents readers with insight into the personal

ity of Sergeant Troy, Bathsheba's third suitor. Hardy calls 
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him "the erratic child of impulse" (p. 202). Troy's 

desires and emotions are unchecked by any Adult reasoning 

process. He acts and speaks spontaneously and even admits, 

"Half the pleasure of a feeling lies in being able to ex

press it on the spur of the moment, and I let out mine" 

(p. 196). Apparently unhindered by Parental dictates or 

any Adult ability to predict results and foresee conse

quences, Troy has no scruples about idleness, flattery, 

lying, or sexual indulgence. 

Hardy's use of the onmiscient third-person narrative 

technique allows him to see into and comment on the person

alities of his characters. From these descriptions of what 

Hardy sees in his characters, the reader can begin to make 

preliminary assumptions about their ego states. A further 

examination of transactions between characters in scenes 

of dramatic action in the novel may lead to a better under

standing of these ego states and their determinative effect 

on the outcome of the novel. 

An analysis by James Wright of Far from the Madding 

Crowd describes the plot structure of the novel as symmetri

cal, its principle of organization being the male characters' 

relationships to Bathsheba. Wright states, "We might sche

matize the action according to the number of wooers surround-

25 ing Bathsheba as the novel progresses: 2-3-4-3-2." 

Whether or not Hardy consciously intended this symmetry as 
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his primary principle of structure, it is there; and since 

it is based on the relationship between characters, it pro

vides a logical pattern for our analysis of the transactions 

between characters: Bathsheba and Gabriel; Bathsheba, Bold-

wood, and Gabriel; Bathsheba, Troy, Boldwood, and Gabriel; 

Bathsheba, Boldwood, and Gabriel; and Bathsheba and Gabriel 

again. 

When Bathsheba and Gabriel meet in the early chapters 

of the novel, she is the teasing Child who will not tell her 

name when he asks, who impulsively runs after him when he 

has proposed, and who laughs at his earnestness. Although 

Gabriel is governed by his Child as he confesses his love 

and proposes marriage, he has a clear estimate of his own 

worth and ability based on his sound Adult judgment. His 

Adult admits to being "an everyday sort of man" (p. 31) and 

recognizes the truth in Bathsheba's surprisingly Adult ob

servation that he is not presently in a financial condition 

to consider marriage seriously (p. 35), although his Child 

feelings nevertheless lead him to propose. 

Rarely in her early relationship with Gabriel does 

Bathsheba show other than a Child ego state. However, when 

Gabriel's dog pulls her to his hut where she finds him un

conscious, her admonitory Parent is obvious as she says, 

"You should, I think, have considered, and not have been so 

foolish as to leave the slides closed" (p. 23). When 
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Gabriel admits to having seen her riding her horse like a 

man, she blushes deeply. She knows society's norms and has 

ample Parent instructions to cope with cotintry life. Yet 

she allows her Child to dominate in her relationship with 

him. 

This same mixture of Child and Adult in the two major 

characters is evident in Bathsheba's and Gabriel's trans

actions with minor characters early in the novel. When she 

is dissatisfied because house-cleaning prevents her meeting 

Farmer Boldwood on his first visit, Bathsheba immediately 

fusses at her helpers in a Child's outburst of temper at 

things not going her way: "Get away, Maryann, or go on with 

your scrubbing, or do something! You ought to be married by 

this time, and not here troubling me!" (p. 85). In the next 

instant she is appeased by an appeal to her vanity when 

Liddy asks, "Did anybody ever want to marry you, miss?" 

(p. 85), and Bathsheba confesses that she refused a suitor 

because he was not good enough for her, a typically competi

tive Child response. In her admonitions to her employees 

after paying them, Bathsheba becomes primarily Parent, giv

ing commands and warnings: 

Now mind, you have a mistress instead of a master. 
I don't yet know my powers or my talents in farm
ing; but I shall do my best, and if you serve me 
well, so shall I serve you. Don't any unfair ones 
among you . . . suppose that because I'm a woman I 
don't understand the difference between bad goings-
on and good (p. 93). 
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Although Gabriel reveals his underlying Child passion 

for Bathsheba by asking about her in the malthouse conversa

tion, his comments are ostensibly Adult. He appropriately 

humors the old maltster, but refuses to play along with 

Joseph Poorgrass's Childish ploy of calling attention to 

himself by continually referring to his self-effacement. 

Gabriel often changes the subject to get away from their 

usual "pastimes" (superficial Parent or Child transactions), 

asking questions calling for intelligent Adult replies, and 

he does not join the villagers in their gossip. His Child 

is hurt when the men criticize his appearance while playing 

the flute, but he responds in a well-mannered way, his Adult 

in control of the situation, selecting the most appropriate 

alternative to defensive anger or reciprocal accusation. 

In her relationship with Boldwood, too, Bathsheba's 

impulsive Child is most evident. Before meeting him, she 

sends him an anonymous Valentine with the seal inscribed 

"Marry Me." She does it on a whim, without thinking of any 

further possible consequences than her own selfish delight 

at mystifying the farmer. She obviously does not expect the 

card to upset the precarious balance of Boldwood's personal

ity and cause his Child to respond with passionate love for 

her: "Since the receipt of the missive in the morning, 

Boldwood had felt the symmetry of his existence to be slowly 

getting distorted in the direction of an ideal passion' 
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(p. 112). When Bathsheba realizes that she has provoked 

his interest, she feels Child-like triumph, but victory is 

tinged with an Adult view of the reality of the cause of 

his attention. As Hardy states it, very easily translated 

into transactional terms, 

His eyes, she knew, were following her everywhere. 
This was a triumph [Child]; and had it come natu
rally, such a triumph would have been the sweeter 
to her for this piquing delay. But it had been 
brought about by misdirected ingenuity, and she 
valued it only as she valued an artificial flower 
on a wax fruit. 

Being a woman with some good sense in reason
ing on subjects wherein her heart was not in
volved [Adult], Bathsheba genuinely repented 
that a freak which had owed its existence as much 
to Liddy as herself, should ever have been under
taken, to disturb the placidity of a man she 
respected too highly to deliberately tease (p. 
135). 

She even considers apologizing to him and vows to herself 

"never again, by look or by sign, to interrupt the steady 

flow of this man's life" (p. 140). But this Adult resolu

tion is too late to stop in him the flow of emotion which 

her Child has triggered. 

When Boldwood first asks Bathsheba to marry him, the 

transaction is Child-to-Child. He pours out his feelings, 

begging her to return his love. She is sympathetic, repen

tant, and then frightened by his passionate out-burst. When 

apart from him, however, Bathsheba is able to think clearly 

and rationally about Boldwood's proposal. She can calculate 

its advantages and disadvantages in an Adult problem-solving 

manner. 
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In this rational frame of mind, Bathsheba goes to 

Gabriel Oak to ask his advice. Hardy makes it clear that 

she is well aware of her former suitor's reasoning ability 

or functioning Adult: 

At this period the single opinion in the parish 
on herself and her doings that she valued as 
sounder than her own was Gabriel Oak's. And the 
outspoken honesty of his character was such that 
on any subject, even that of her love for, or 
marriage with, another man, the same disinter
estedness of opinion might be calculated on, and 
be had for the asking (p. 152). 

However, Bathsheba's Child is not prepared to receive his 

strong Parent answer that her conduct with Boldwood is "not 

worthy of. any thoughtful, and meek, and comely woman" (p. 

152). She is instantly angry and retorts with the repri

manded Child's impulse to hit back. Her anger, though, is 

caused as much by his admission that he has stopped wishing 

to marry her as by his censure of her actions with Boldwood. 

When his Parent begins lecturing her about her conduct in 

sending the Valentine, her Child takes complete control: 

"'I cannot allow any man to—to criticize my private con

duct!' she exclaimed. 'Nor will I for a minute. So you'll 

please leave the farm at the end of the week!'" (p. 153). 

Throughout their transaction, except for occasional Parental 

come-ons, Gabriel outwardly maintains a more or less Adult 

dignity and calm, suppressing his Child's feeling of love 

as inappropriate while she is being courted by another man. 
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He recognizes that she resents his Parental lecturing, but 

he sincerely believes she is on the wrong course and that 

he can help by advising her. 

Seeing Bathsheba's affections for him lost and sus

pecting Boldwood's potential devastation at her rejection 

of him, Gabriel has difficulty consistently functioning in 

the Adult during the older man's romance with her. For in

stance, he reveals his Parent when she orders him to return 

to cure the sheep, and he replies that "beggars mustn't be 

choosers" (p. 159). Gabriel could be playing a variation 

of Berne's transactional game (as explained in the previous 

chapter), "Now I've Got You, You Son of a Bitch," in which 

he sees a chance to force Bathsheba to apologize. Berne 

says the player is "in a socially defensible . . . position 

to vent the pent-up furies of many years on his . . . oppo

nent, just as his mother [in a Child-motivated Parent-
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attack] might have done in a similar situation." In this 

game. Oak is secretly delighted at Bathsheba's provocation 

and at her having to beg him to come. The "payoff" is 

Gabriel's justification in refusing to help because of her 

former harsh treatment of him. Games are rare transactions 

for Gabriel, and he soon yields and helps her—his Child 

returning to its role of reveling in Bathsheba's presence 

and feeling jealousy in Boldwood's, and his Adult to its 

usual good judgment and accurate appraisal of his reality. 
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In her transactions with both Boldwood and Gabriel, 

Bathsheba is playing Berne's game of "Rapo." He explains 

that the "First-Degree Rapo" game "consists mainly of mild 

flirtation." The woman "gets her pleasure from the man's 

pursuit. As soon as he has committed himself, the game is 
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over." The payoff thus is her feeling of power and re

venge against men. At her aunt's cottage early in the novel, 

Bathsheba ran after Gabriel to let him know she was not be

ing courted; but when he then became more interested in her, 

she paradoxically rejected him. Her asking him for advice 

about Boldwood and suggesting that Gabriel was jealous and 

wished to marry her was the same type of game move. Her 

ulterior intention was to make him say he loved her and 

would never get over her, and the payoff would come in re

jecting him again and marrying someone else. But whatever 

Gabriel felt, he interrupted the game by not cooperating. 

He assured her that he did not wish to marry her. The game 

ended. 

In contrast, Boldwood's Adult was decommissioned by his 

obsession for Bashsheba, and he did not recognize her game. 

She obviously wanted him to discover the sender of the Valen

tine, not dismiss it as the joke that the card purported to 

be. This was the ulterior aspect of her game with him. 

After he responded to the card, she informed him she had 

never loved him. Although Hardy does not portray the 
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heroine as a sadistic woman who enjoys dismissing men's 

attentions after encouraging them, he leads us to suspect 

that she is not entirely innocent of enjoying her power 

over them: "To have brought all this about her ears was 

terrible; but after a while the situation was not without 

a fearful joy. The facility with which even the most timid 

women sometimes acquire a relish for the dreadful when that 

is amalgamated with a little triumph, is mcirvellous" (p. 181). 

The emotional intensity of the novel accelerates when 

the Child in each of the characters predominates. With the 

introduction of Sergeant Troy the potential for an emotion

ally dramatic confrontation intensifies, since (as we have 

seen) Hardy portrays him as a Child whose feelings and re

actions are ungoverned by a rational Adult or prudent Parent. 

His Child actions provoke Child reactions in the other char

acters. Although Bathsheba's Child dominates her relation

ships with men, she has never so completely abandoned her 

Parent-instilled inhibitions and her Adult-stimulated reason

ing to the extent that she does in her first transactions 

with Troy. She tries to maintain the Parental guidelines 

of her culture and discourage his advances, but her Child 

thrills at the new adventure and encourages the flattery of 

the dashing, romantic uniformed figure. As Hardy himself 

describes her feeling, "Her love was entire as a child's. 

. . . Her culpability lay in her making no attempt to 
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control feeling by subtle and careful inquiry into conse

quences" (p. 215). Although she has heard rumors about 

Troy's reputation, she refuses to allow her Adult to make a 

rational evaluation of him. In Bathsheba's eyes, Troy is 

high-born, well-educated, church-going, and conscientious, 

and he encourages her to ignore his general reputation as a 

play-boy. By thus glossing over his faults, she exhibits a 

characteristic of the state of "love" as defined by Berne 

in Sex in Human Loving: 

Such a relationship can exist only if the Parent, 
with its watchful eyes and hearing aids, and the 
Adult, with its dreary prudence, are out of com
mission, and that is exactly the situation when 
people fall in love. At the moment they do so, 
they cease to regard each other with prosaic 
prejudice or to restrain their behavior with more 
than a bare minimum of sweet reason. Love is 
Child-to-Child . . . and gilds the lily with a 
luminous halo invisible to everyone but the 
lover.28 

Berne also says that any fully loving relationship "will 

partake of that which sets true love apart from all other rs-

lations--and that is putting the welfare and happiness of 

29 the other person before one's own." Although Bathsheba 

truly loves Troy in this sense, he is not able to think of 

Bathsheba--or anyone—before himself. He sees Bathsheba as 

merely a rich, beautiful, desirable woman for himself. He 

professes love, but it is merely a part of his routine 

banter. To Troy's credit, he admits at least that his feel

ings for her are stronger than he had first realized. Rut 
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soon after they are married, he ignores her pleas at the 

harvest supper to end the party and insists on his own plan 

for celebrating—disregarding her wishes, the best interests 

of the workman, and the unprotected crop. Within the first 

year of their marriage he is taking money from Bathsheba 

for gambling, oblivious to her needs or those of the farm. 

Thus, although Bathsheba has achieved the potential Child 

state of love (which Berne views to some degree as a posi

tive state), Troy never really achieves this state, remain

ing instead in the Child condition of infantile egocentricity 

Both Gabriel and Boldwood try to persuade Bathsheba not 

to marry Troy, the .first from an Adultly rational and Par

entally prudent standpoint, the latter out of a self-

centered, irrational Child ego state. Gabriel's love and 

constancy for Bathsheba are products of his Child, but after 

reasonably and accurately assessing his position and her in

clinations, he recognizes his role in her life and accepts 

it: he is her shepherd, later her bailiff, and sometimes 

her advisor. Hardy describes Gabriel's realistic appraisal 

of Bathsheba's affair with Troy from the perspective of both 

his Child and his Adult: "That he was not beloved had 

hitherto been his great sorrow; that Bathsheba was getting 

into the toils was now a sorrow greater than the first, and 

one which nearly obscured it" (p. 215). His love exhibits 

Berne's essential characteristic by putting her welfare 
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above his own feelings, although unappreciated and unrecip

rocated by Bathsheba. Instead, his love for her is repaid 

by anger, resentment, and when he warns her not to trust 

Troy, another attempt to fire him. His Adult is apparently 

strengthened after the first dismissal though, and he is 

able to overlook her emotional response without engaging in 

a vengeful game. Bathsheba blindly defends Troy, ignoring 

all the shepherd's warnings. His Parental admonitions about 

her being "more discreet in [her] bearing toward this 

soldier" (p. 219), stimulate her Child's hostility, but his 

Child-centered admission that he loves her reaches her vain 

but also sympathetic Child and softens her anger. Finally 

his Adult summary of his position ("Sometimes I say I should 

be as glad as a bird to leave the place—for don't suppose 

I'm content to be a nobody. I was made for better things. 

However, I don't like to see your concerns going to ruin, '-».s 

they must if you keep in this mind. . . . But you know 

well enough how it is, and who she is that I like too well, 

and feel too much like a fool about to be civil to her!" 

[pp. 220-221].) causes her to respond with an Adult respect 

for his fidelity, but her Adult is over-ruled as Gabriel 

leaves and Troy appears. 

Boldwood is unable to approach Bathsheba in such a 

selfless, reasonable manner. He first begs for pity and for 

a reconsideration of her decision to reject him as a suitor. 
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Rather than reaching her Child and causing a complementary 

response to his feelings, his stooping to such extreme dis

plays of emotion provokes in her a clear Adult assessment 

of her attitude toward him. She recognizes "in her noon-

clear sense that she had never loved him" (p. 231) , and 

explains that propriety and courtesy prompted her earlier 

responses, that they were momentary only. But when Boldwood 

changes his attack from her rejection to Troy's interference 

in their relationship, Bathsheba's defensive Child is 

"hooked": "Everybody is upon me—everybody. It is unmanly 

to attack a woman so! I have nobody in the world to fight 

my battles for me;,but no mercy is shown" (p. 235). The 

disappointed suitor's passionate hatred for his rival and 

determination to punish him show that although he knows Troy 

is not good for Bathsheba, he is more wrapped up in his own 

pain than concerned for her future welfare. 

The extent of Boldwood's impaired judgment is most evi

dent in his exchange with Troy after the latter's return 

from Bath with Bathsheba. He recklessly offers the soldier 

money to leave and marry Fanny (his former mistress), next 

begs him not to disgrace Bathsheba, and then attacks him 

physically. As Hardy says, "His manner had lapsed quite 

from that of the firm and dignified Boldwood of former times; 

and such a scheme as he had now engaged in he would have con

demned as childishly imbecile only a few ma>nths ago" (p. 261) 
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Troy, in contrast, has full control of his faculties, but 

allows his Child to exploit Boldwood's condition with a 

cruel trick to gain the perverse satisfaction (the payoff) 

of making a fool of the older man. His pleasure in finally 

revealing that he has already married Bathsheba at Bath is 

that of a Child in withholding a secret until the most dra

matic moment. A similar transaction marks his manner of 

reappearing in village life after running away and being 

presumed dead, Boldwood has planned the Christmas party to 

celebrate his engagement to the supposedly widowed Bathsheba. 

When Bathsheba is on the stairs ready to leave the party, 

Troy chooses melodramatically to appear and remove his dis

guise. But Boldwood's distended passions cannot tolerate 

Troy's game this time, and he shoots him (and is himself 

subsequently imprisoned for life). Troy's strategy had ob

viously not included this ending. The irony lies in Bold-

wood's taking so seriously an act which Troy was playing as 

a Childish game. 

At the end, then, Gabriel and Bathsheba are left alone 

together again. From the time of her marriage to Troy, 

through her discovery of his affair with Fanny and his death 

at Boldwood's hands, to her marriage with Gabriel, Bathsheba 

has grown in her ability to regulate the ego states which 

govern her actions and feelings. Albert Guerard says that 

she is "the first of Hardy's heroines to face her life at 
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all squarely." She has had to recognize and admit the 

folly of allowing her feelings (Child) to over-rule her 

Adult judgment. She has had to see the destructive power 

of Troy's Child-dominated personality and admit her failure 

to let her Adult help her eager Child assess him appropri

ately. For Troy's ungoverned Child had destroyed the lives 

of Fanny, of Boldwood, of himself, and (almost) of Bathsheba. 

His Childish romantic notions moved him to play out his life 

as a series of games—the dashing sergeant playing with his 

toy sword, the husband gambling with his wife's money, the 

farmer playing with the lives and health of the laborers, 

the itinerant performer playing hero in a circus act, and 

finally the mysterious stranger playing to a hall full of 

spectators who watched the final act of his death. Bathsheba 

shared his Childishly romantic, rose-colored view of life. 

Therefore, it had to be purged out of her before she could 

learn to exercise consistently her Adult judgment. From 

Troy, Bathsheba learned the danger of a Child-directed life 

and the destruction and pain it can cause. 

It was from Gabriel (as her Adult model), then, that 

Bathsheba had to learn the exercise of moderation, of mod

esty, and of reason. When Fanny's coffin lay in her house, 

and she wanted someone's advice, she recognized the value 

of Gabriel's Adult reasoning: 
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Patience and suspension of judgment for a few 
hours were what she wanted to learn. . . . What a 
way Oak had . . . of enduring things. Boldwood, 
who seemed so much deeper and higher and stronger 
in feeling than Gabriel, had not yet learnt any 
more than she herself, the simple lesson which 
Oak showed a mastery of by every turn and look 
he gave—that among the multitude of interests 
by which he was surrounded, those which affected 
his personal well-being were not the most absorb
ing and important in his eyes (p. 338). 

He could detatch himself from his emotional involvement and 

perform adequate data processing. Bathsheba shows maturity 

in recognizing this ability. After Troy runs away, she 

shows further growth by admitting to Gabriel, "Some rash 

acts of my past life have taught me that a watched woman 

must have very much circumspection to retain only a little 

credit. . . . " (p. 408). What a change from the careless 

girl riding through the meadow lying down on her horse! 

Yet, even at the end, she still plays her self-centered 

game of "Rapo" to a limited extent with Gabriel. She wishes 

he would propose again so that she could show "how kind and 

inoffensive a woman's 'no' can sometimes be" (p. 410). This 

final view of her own importance in the center of a trio of 

suitors is crushed as Troy is killed, Boldwood is imprisoned, 

and Gabriel plans to leave the farm—all resulting from her 

lack of foresight and good judgment, of her pride (Childish 

vanity) ruling her will. Her final transition to an Adult-

dominated ego state comes as Gabriel sends his letter of 

resignation, and she is forced to reassess her romantic 
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notions about love. She recognizes her relationship with 

Gabriel as the "only true friendship she had ever owned" 

(p. 453), and sees the beauty in Gabriel's confession that 

he was leaving to preserve her good name from scandalous 

talk connecting the two. 

As the two leave Gabriel's cottage, Hardy's interpreta

tion of their relationship reveals his definition of love, 

expressed in the word "camaraderie"—a friendship transcend

ing mere sexual attraction. This relationship is very close 

to Berne's concept of intimacy, "a candid Child-to-Child re

lationship with no games and no mutual exploitation . . , 

31 set up by the Adult ego states of the parties concerned." 

Intimacy is a union of trust, of sharing, of spontaneous 

awareness, distinguished by Berne from sexuality and entered 

only after the Adult has evaluated reasonably the possibil

ities of the relationship. Bathsheba and Gabriel have known 

each other at their worst and still remain companions. 

Their romance has grown up "in the interstices of a mass of 

hard prosaic reality," the necessary Adult foundation for 

"the only love which is as strong as death" (pp. 456-457). 

In Berne's definition of "love" is included the best of 

friendship and intimacy, both of which are a part of Bath

sheba 's and Gabriel's relationship. But Berne finds the 

rose-colored illusions of the lover a charming, even noble 

characteristic, adding mystery and exclusiveness to the pair 
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Hardy sees any such departure from reason as detrimental in 

one's adaptation to the reality of life in general, and, in 

particular, as destructive in interpersonal relationships. 

Exploitation and illusion had both been a part of 

Bathsheba's relationship with Troy. He lied to her, used 

her money unfairly, and took advantage of her trusting, vul

nerable Child. In encouraging her Child to share his roman

tic notions that life is a game and love is sexuality, he 

thus prevented her Adult from clearly perceiving the reality 

of his nature. Their marriage was unsuccessful, just as 

Troy's life was unsuccessful because of that Child illusion. 

Bathsheba was finally able though, with Gabriel's con

stant company and example, to discard the romanticism 

grounded in the Child ego state and to establish an intimate, 

friendly, loving Adult relationship with her new husband and 

to look forward, then, to some measure of happiness and some 

degree of success in their life together. 

ij^us transactional analysis as a critical approach, may 

be used to contribute to the objectives of any and all criti

cism—to elucidate the work of art. In particular, transac

tional analysis addresses itself to the explication of 

characters' motives and, thereby, to the clarification of 

themes. In the case of Hardy's Far from the Madding Crowd, 

our transactional analysis has indicated a high degree of 

"realism" in his creation of fictional personalities and 
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their subconscious motives, as measured by this psychologi

cal approach. Moreover, it has suggested the thrust of the 

novel as perhaps not so much a love story as a bildungsroman, 

in which Bathsheba's growth task is to find herself by mov

ing from Child to Adult. Furthermore, in this early novel 

by Hardy, it suggests that a person's destiny in life is 

more determined by his own reason and initiative than by a 

malevolent world. 



CHAPTER III 

A TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS OF JUDE THE OBSCURE 

We were introduced to the characters of Far from the 

Madding Crowd after they were grown, but Thomas Hardy begins 

Jude the Obscure with a presentation of the main character 

as a young boy. In the earlier novel, therefore, we must 

rely heavily on the narrator's insight into characters' 

minds to reveal their personalities and ego states. In Jude, 

however, we are able to examine the boy's life in its forma

tive years, gaining insight into his "life position" and 

"life script" as it is being determined by his early trans

actions with other characters and by the successes and fail

ures which leave impressions on his young mind. If Jude's 

later life is consistent with these early "programings," if 

he is living out his script through the remainder of the 

story, then we may determine that Hardy has achieved faith

ful and consistent portrayal of character from the psycho

logical poinr of view in his last novel. More importantly, 

we may be able to discover through a transactional analysis 

of Jude the Obscure a structural and thematic complexity 

consistent with Hardy's twenty years experience as a novel

ist and a corresponding change in the author's vision result

ing from his maturing outlook on life. 

As the novel begins, Jude is an orphan, living with his 

elderly aunt. His parents separated after he was born, and 

38 
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then both died, leaving him without anyone to "stroke" him, 

particularly with verbal praise or encouragement. At every 

opportunity the aunt reminds Jude what a burden he is to 

her, warns that he will probably grow up to be as useless 

and no-good as his parents, and laments more than once that 

he did not die when they did. When Jude sympathetically 

allows the birds, which he had been hired to shoo away, to 

eat Mr. Troutham's corn because they "seemed, like himself, 

to be living in a world which did not want them," the farmer 
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punishes him and tells him never to return. This failure 

at his first job and disgrace before the community and his 

aunt seem to support her estimation of his lack of worth. 

He has accepted the "I'm not OK, You're OK" life position 

suggested by Berne and Harris. Constant rejection and con

tinued failure to receive any positive reinforcement seem 

calculated to prohibit Jude from moving away from his infant-

determined "I'm not OK" position into a healthier and poten

tially happier one. But he has received no proof that he is 

"OK," thus his Adult has no grounds for rationally changing 

to the "I'm OK, You're OK" position. Hardy's description is 

symbolic of Jude's self appraisal: " . . . feeling more 

than ever his existence to be an undemanded one, he lay down 

on his back on a heap of litter near the pig-sty" (pp. 14-

15). Instead of changing, his "not OK" Child begins search

ing for ways to become "OK" in the eyes of his aunt, his 
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schoolmaster-idol, and his commvinity. In this search his 

vision turns to Christminister and education as an escape 

from their scorn and an opportunity to win their approval. 

Jude's "not OK" life position is closely related to 

the concept of a "life script," which Berne claims is de

termined for one by the age of five or six. If Jude's 

implicit "contract" with the world (his chosen way of 

achieving status or showing others) is for him to become an 

educated, prominent churchman, then his success or failure 

in achieving this goal will label him a "winner" or a 

"loser" in life. Throughout the novel we can examine the 

pattern of Jude's transactions, games, and relationships 

to determine his probable eventual victory or defeat. By 

the end of the early chapters, he already seems to have 

adopted what Harris calls a "counterscript": in an attempt 

to counteract his "not OK-ness," he has begun to comply with 

the rules of the Parent (who is accepted as "OK"), which dic

tate how one may become "OK." Education is acceptable by 

the Parent-functioning people in Jude's life. But as we see 

his failure at his job with the farmer and his deception by 

the physician (in promising to get him old text books and 

then forgetting them), we detect a trend toward "losing" 

which, if continued, will result in a tragic conclusion to 

his "life script." As Hardy early expresses the same ten

dency, "he was the sort of man who was born to ache a good 
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deal before the fall of the curtain upon his unnecessary 

life. . . . " (p. 13). 

Jude's first attempts to achieve "OK-ness" are a result 

of his admiration for Mr. Phillotson, his schoolmaster. If 

the teacher was too clever to stay in such a small town and 

if Christminister offered him success, then leaving must be 

a worthy goal. To Jude, he was "OK"; if the young scholar 

follows in his course, he too may become "OK;" The decision 

to study at Christminister was based on a combination of 

Jude's Adult, reasoning with its limited experience that 

Christminister was within his reach, and his Child, imagin

ing that an education would be the key to pleasing his dis

appointed and demanding Parent. His Adult functions to 

perceive ways to achieve his goal: he bargains with the 

quack doctor for Latin and Greek grammar books, and he asks 

Phillotson to send the texts. Within his provincial setting 

and narrow experience, he adopts the most practical Adult 

plan to become a churchman, diligently studying the grammars 

while delivering bread, choosing a trade to support himself 

in Christminister, and recognizing the limitations of his 

self-taught background. 

While his Adult is functioning on a practical level to 

achieve the Child-conditioned ambition, Jude's Child is ac

tively dreaming and imagining his success and progress in 

Christminister. When he calls Christminister "the Heavenly 
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Jerusalem" and sees it veiled in the evening mist, we real

ize that the real mist is Jude's imagination, and that his 

illusions of the "city of light . . . a castle, manned by 

scholarship and religion" (pp. 24-25), cover a different 

reality which has not occurred to Jude's enthusiastic Child. 

The happiness of Jude's teen years in spite of poverty and 

hostility is a result of the (for him) successful combina

tion of a Child-fostered dream and Adult-determined progress 

toward achieving his Parent-approved goal. Phillotson would 

approve; Jude begins to feel "OK." 

The Parent norm, represented by Phillotson, which Jude 

seeks to conciliate, is temporarily superceded by another 

"Parent" which Jude must please—represented by society and 

the church—neither of whose standards is harmonious with 

his Child's dream. This new Parent becomes involved when 

Jude strikes up a relationship with Arabella, based entirely 

in the unexplored passions of his natural Child. He mis

takenly assesses the new feeling as love and agrees to marry 

her when she tells him she is pregnant, just as society dic

tates. Early in their courting flashes of Adult clarity 

hint to Jude that he is being deceived by her: 

[He was] faintly conscious that to common sense 
there was something lacking , . , in the nature 
of this girl who had drawn him to her, which made 
it necessary that he should assert mere sportive-
ness on his part as his reason in seeking her--
something in her quite antipathetic to that side 
of him which had been occupied with literary study 
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and the magnificent Christminister dream. It had 
been no vestal who chose that missile [swine 
pizzle] for opening her attack on him. He saw 
this with his intellectual eye, just for a short 
fleeting while, . . . And then this passing dis
criminative power was withdrawn, and Jude was 
lost to all conditions of things in the advent 
of a fresh and wild pleasure. . . . (pp. 45-46). 

He knows that she is not worthy of him, yet he loses inter

est in his books and forgets to notice the lights of 

Christminister. Jude is still searching for a way to become 

"OK"; therefore, he fulfills his society's moral demands 

that he marry Arabella as the honorable custom. That the 

church sanctions such a shallow relationship later becomes 

a problem to Jude; his Adult reason sees that he and 

Arabella have nothing in common, but his Child needs the 

security of Parental approval. 

Jude's Child-like passionate illusions about Arabella 

and marriage are gradually shattered as she first removes 

her false hair, then admits to having been a city barmaid, 

and finally confesses that she was mistaken about having a 

baby. In despair over their "having based a permanent con

tract on a temporary feeling which had no necessary connec

tion with affinities that alone render a lifelong 

comradeship tolerable" (p. 80), Jude first tries to drown 

himself in the icy pond and then gets boisterously drunk— 

both attempts to conceal or salve his hurt and disillusioned 

Child. He had failed again in the eyes of society--this 

time as a husband. Briefly but in vain, his Adult struggles 
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to communicate to the "not OK" Child that the social ritual 

might be at fault: "There seemed to him, vaguely and dimly, 

something wrong in a social ritual which made necessary a 

cancelling of well-formed schemes involving years of thought 

and labor, of foregoing a man's one opportunity of showing 

himself superior to the lower animals, and of contributing 

his units of work to the general progress of his generation. 

. . . " (p. 70). 

Interestingly, Arabella's seduction of Jude is de

scribed as an example of a sex game, "Toy Gun," in Berne's 

last book. Sex in Human Loving, A variant of "Rapo," "Toy 

Gun" is "played by people who act grown-up but are really 

precocious children. . . . Toy Gun is diagnosed when the 

player says 'not really,' which means it wasn't a real gun, 

or uses the subjunctive, as in 'You shouldn't have,' which 

33 means 'You should have known it wasn't real.'" Berne says, 

"One of the greatest examples of sexual Toy Gun in litera

ture is Thomas Hardy's Jude the Obscure, where the hero said, 

•I didn't really mean it,' but the girl cried, 'Rapo!' so he 

couldn't get away." Jude's part in the game is explained by 

Berne's antithesis of "Rapo": "The man's ability to avoid 

becoming involved in this game or to keep it under control 

depends on his capacity to distinguish genuine expressions 

34 of feeling from moves in the game." Jude's escape from an 

unsympathetic aunt into a world of books had ill prepared 
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him for Arabella and her girl friends' years of experience 

at plotting "games" to trap men. The novelty and force of 

his feelings allowed his Child to dominate his personality 

in this adolescent transaction. 

After they separate (but do not divorce) and Arabella 

leaves for Australia with her family, Jude seeks refuge 

again in his Child's fantasy of achieving status ("OK-ness") 

by attending a Christminister university. Walking the 

streets of the university city, he pictures himself talking 

to the great historical figures of the city's past as a 

child might play "pretend." He refuses to face the reality 

of the changing social climate in the historical city. "He 

did' not at that time see that medievalism was as dead as a 

fern-leaf in a lump of coal; that other developments were 

shaping in the world around him, in which Gothic architec

ture and its associations had no place" (p. 99). His Child

like excitement of being in his dream city, his enthusiasm 

for his stone work, and his reverence for the old buildings 

prevented his Adult from recognizing conteiiporary reality. 

Hardy calls Jude a "ridiculously affectionate fellow" 

(p. 99) and admits that his actual departure for Christ-

minister was "more nearly related to the enotional side 

[Child] of him than to the intellect [Adult]" (p, 90). He 

has learned from his aunt that his cousin Sue Bridehead is 

working in Christminister and has seen her lovely picture. 
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His aunt's insistence that he not see her has increased his 

interest in meeting her. Jude includes Sue in his fantasy 

merely from watching her work, and before he even meets her, 

begins "to weave curious and fantastic day-dreams" about her 

(p. 104). As he feels his Child emotions accumulating in 

affection for her, Jude's Parent recognizes clearly what his 

relationship with Sue must be. Society and the church deter

mine his decision to treat her as a kinsman. But Jude's 

Child in avoiding the thoughts of her as a lover to please 

those Parent dictates, idealizes her as "a kindly star, an 

elevating power, a companion in Anglican worship, a tender 

friend" (p. 105). In these Child-like romantic notions of 

society, of the city, of his mysterious cousin, we see the 

potential for disappointment again; Jude must find and face 

Adult reality to avoid the disgrace and despair of continued 

failure. 

Jude's disillusionment begins soon after his arrival in 

Christminister. One by one, the illusions, the dreams his 

Child had created, the goals he had determined would make 

him "OK," begin to crumble. His first disappointment is 

learning that Phillotson is still a village schoolmaster and 

not a Christminister fellow as he had planned. The Child 

learns that his hero is mortal. After helping Sue get a 

position with Phillotson as a student-teacher, Jude discov

ers that she has agreed to marry the older man. His "guid

ing star" has deserted him. 
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The third disappointment comes as Jude's Adult finally 

looks realistically at his chances of entering one of the 

colleges. When he clearly realizes that he can neither pay 

tuition nor get a scholarship, and when the cruelly prag

matic letter arrives from the college president, his "whole 

scheme had burst up, like an iridescent soap-bubble, under 

the touch of reasoned inquiry" (p. 136). His first reaction 

to this Adult awareness is reminiscent of Gabriel Oak after 

his sheep were killed—a concern for the effect on others. 

Jude's thoughts are of Sue: "Fortunately he had not been 

allowed to bring his disappointment into his dear Sue's life 

by involving her in this collapse. And the painful details 

of his awaking to a sense of his limitations should now be 

spared her as far as possible" (p. 137). But Jude is not 

able to follow through in an Adult state, as Gabriel had 

carried on by choosing the most practical alternative avail

able to him. Jude's thoughts go back to Sue, in a Child

like negation of his earlier potentially mature concern for 

her: "Without her it was inevitable that the reaction from 

the long strain to which he had subjected himself should 

affect him disastrously." Jude is deprived of the potential 

for making his Child "OK" in losing his hopes of scholarship, 

and bereft of the object of his Child's emotional release in 

losing Sue to Phillotson. 

He reacts like a "not OK" Child as Hardy shows in sev

eral of Jude's statements: "I may be an imposter, an idle 
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scamp, a man with a bad character, for all they know to the 

contrary. . . . Perhaps that's what I am" (p. 135)—the 

reaction of a self-pitying Child. He writes on the univer

sity gates, "I have understanding as well as you; I am not 

inferior to you. . . . " (p. 140); this is the defiant 

Child. Sitting in the bar all day drinking rather than 

going to work, Jude is "convinced that he was at bottom a 

vicious character, of whom it was hopeless to expect any

thing" (p. 141)—the sympathy-seeking thoughts of the pouting 

Child. As he had once done to rid himself of "not OK" feel

ings after his marriage failure, he again seeks relief and 

release in drinking—a way to prove to everyone that the 

Child is as bad as he and everyone else claims. 

Jude has failed and disgraced himself again; the Paren

tal norms he has sought to please have disillusioned him: 

Phillotson is a failure, the university system is unjust, 

and the church prevents his thoughts of marriage to the one 

he loves, yet binds him unfairly to one unworthy and despic

able. On his return visit to Marygreen, his aunt and the 

villagers have echoed his shame and re-emphasized his "not 

OK-ness" by reconfirming their doubts of his ability to 

succeed. At this point Jude soberly reflects on his posi

tion and the choices ahead. He is unaware that the time is 

a critical one for his ego states as well as for his career: 

he may face reality (the fact that he is as "OK" as everyone 
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else) squarely and honestly. Adultly, or he may seek again 

to please a Parent figure to ease his pain of being "not 

OK." In abandoning his initial "contract" of becoming a 

scholar and entering a Christminister university, Jude is 

already a "failure." But his script can still end non-

tragically if he achieves his new, more realistically deter

mined goal of becoming a simple village curate. 

In Melchester studying for the priesthood and fighting 

his growing love for Sue who is in teacher-training school 

in the same city, Jude's Adult begins to question the Paren

tal norms concerning marriage and the church which had al

ways been held up to him as inviolable ideals. His 

admission to Sue that "life isn't long enough to work out 

everything in Euclid problems before you believe it. I take 

Christianity" (p. 183) reflects the same conclusion Berne 

expressed about the Parent: "It makes many responses auto

matic which conserves a great deal of time and energy. 

35 

. . . " Eventually, however, Jude begins to try to evalu

ate the Parent data he has always accepted to determine its 

appropriateness to his current situation. The animal pas

sions which determined his marriage to Arabella seem sinful 

compared to the comradeship he feels with Sue, Yet the 

former relationship is legal and blessed by a religious 

ceremony. Jude reflects on this idea bitterly when he sud

denly encounters Arabella, now returned from Australia, in 
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the Christminister bar: "the woman between whom and himself 

there was no more unity than between east and west [was] in 

the eye of the church one person with him" (p. 218). But 

to society, loving Sue, "nearer to him than any other woman 

he had ever met," was evil. Jude's Adult grapples with the 

conflict between his Parent and Child: "His passion for 

Sue troxibled his soul; yet his lawful abandonment to the 

society of Arabella for twelve hours seemed instinctively a 

worse thing. . . . He perceived with despondency that, 

taken all around, he was a man of too many passions to make 

a good clergyman; the utmost he could hope for was that in 

a life, of constant internal warfare between flesh and spirit 

the former might not always be victorious" (p. 231). 

During this time of moral questioning and of attempts 

to subjugate his passion, Jude learns of Sue's disappointing 

marriage with Phillotson and discovers that she reciprocates 

his feelings of love. Her admission prompts in him a new 

Adult examination of his life, his feelings, his ambitions. 

He recognizes clearly that "he had sunk to be barely respect-

able according to regulation views" (p, 261) , and he chooses 

with his reason (Adult), not from defiance (Child), to dis

regard the priorities society has established. He freely 

admits his passion for Sue in spite of his nominal marriage 

to Arabella and condemns the "artificial system of things, 

under which the normal sex impulses are turned into devilish 
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domestic gins and springs to noose and hold back those who 

want to progress" (p. 261). He further decides that if he 

will not accept the system, he must not pretend to be its 

supporter as a minister. As an outward sign of his resolve, 

he burns his theological books. At this time of honesty 

with himself and society, of ridding himself of the Child's 

delusions he has held, and of facing, evaluating, and find

ing deficient the Parent that he has tried always to please, 

Jude is at his most Adult, his most independent, his most 

"OK" in the novel. He plans to live his own life according 

to his own goals and standards. He is generally able to 

maintain this position until illness weakens his spirit and 

his childhood dreams re-emerge. 

Sue Bridehead had much the same type of childhood as 

her cousin Jude. Their aunt told Jude they "had the same 

trick as a child of seeming to see things in the air" (p. 

132). Sue's mother had abandoned Sue and her father, and he 

warned her as a child that marriage was always unlucky in 

their family. Sue was widely read for a Victorian girl, but 

"everything she did seemed to have its source in feeling" 

(p. 120). Her Child dominated her personality and repeatedly 

caused her to act impulsively. She was continually apologiz

ing for saying the wrong thing or hurting her suitors, as if 

her Child really wanted to speak unhindered, but was con

stantly reprimanded by her Parent, Again and again she 
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demanded too much of her men friends—living in the same 

house with the undergraduate yet never in sexual intimacy, 

telling Jude about the affair and expecting him to under

stand, pleading with Jude to visit her and then confessing 

her marriage to Phillotson, taking Jude in pantomime through 

the marriage procedure she was soon to follow with the other 

man, and expecting Phillotson to live apart from her yet in 

the same house. She wrote emotionally to Jude more than 

once, and then repented of her demonstration of feeling and 

withheld her affection. She seemed to be testing the men to 

see if they would continue to accept and love her, apparently 

her way of reassuring her "not OK" Child. If those people 

rejected her after the severe testing, they would prove what 

she already felt about herself in spite of her beauty and 

her intellect: she is "not OK." 

Other evidences of Sue's Child are numerous. She pouts, 

"I wish I had a friend here to support me; but nobody is ever 

on my side" (p. 182) when an argument goes against her. 

After spending the night in Jude's room to get dry when she 

ran away from the teacher-training school, she thinks of 

Phillotson like a naughty Child contemplating some wrong he 

has committed: "I hope he'll forgive me; but he'll scold 

me dreadfully, I expect'" (p. 185). Wlien Jude offers to in

tervene, she instantly asserts her independence (as Bath

sheba did when cornered by her servants): "I don't care for 
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him! I shall do just as I choose!" Sue's purchase of the 

pagan statues while working in the Christian emblem shop 

represents her Child's rejection of the Parental authorities 

of the church and her landlady. Her living with the under

graduate flaunts society's rules (Parent) for marriage. And 

her running away from the training school shows again a 

Child's rebellion against its Parent, 

Her engagement to Phillotson is her Child's impulsive 

reaction to Jude's coming to her drunk, and her marriage is 

a Child-like response to his confession of marriage to 

Arabella, almost as if a child were saying, "You can't dis

appoint me and get away with it, I'll hurt you back," When 

Sue is staying with Jude, Arabella's appearance and the 

threat of losing Jude to her arouses violent jealousy in 

Sue's Child. She instantly pleads with Jude to forget his 

wife, promising to marry him immediately. When she says, "I 

didn't want to marry again, either! I ought to have known 

that you would conquer in the long run, living like this!" 

(pp. 320-321), we know that it was an impulsive desperate 

promise rooted in a Child's fear of desertion. 

Her illusions about marriage are shattered just as 

Jude's had been. She Childishly expected the union with 

Phillotson to permit her to continue her independent way of 

life, with no consideration for her husband's need for sexual 

expression, A marriage entered hastily and based on no 
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common experience must fail as Jude's had failed. She ad

mits, "I was old enough, and I thought I was very experi

enced. So I rushed on . . . with all the cocksureness of 

the fool that I was!" (p. 258). Her Adult had not entered 

into the transaction to assess it objectively and test its 

chances for success rationally. 

Jude more than once disgustedly accuses Sue of being a 

flirt. Her flirting seems to follow the pattern of Berne's 

game of "First Degree Rapo." She admits that her "love of 

being loved gets the better of her conscience, and though 

she is agonized at the thought of treating a man cruelly, 

she encourages him to love her while she doesn't love him at 

all" (p. 290). She makes Phillotson, especially after learn

ing of Jude's marriage, love her. But in contrast to the 

game, she feels such guilt at revealing her deception that 

she marries him instead of confessing the truth. The ulte

rior motive is present, but she does not follow through to 

the payoff. She does not want to hurt him; therefore, she 

represses the lie and hurts herself. Sue also finally re

veals the games she played with Jude: "At first I did not 

love you, Jude; that I own. When I first knew you I merely 

wanted you to love me, I did not exactly flirt with you; 

but that inborn craving which undermines some women's morals 

almost more than unbridled passion—the craving to attract 

and captivate, regardless of the injury it may do the man— 

was in me. . . . " (p. 426). 
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Although she is dominated by her Child, we find Sue a 

fascinating, captivating woman. The intensity of her phi

losophy, her physical attractiveness, and her capacity to 

enjoy life contribute to the creation of what one critic 

calls one of Hardy's "most interesting women," and an

other, "the most remarkable feminine portrait in the English 

39 
novel." She shows potential as an Adult companion to 

Jude's newly acquired Adult, but she is never completely 

able to allow her Adult the domination of her personality. 

Her adapted Child is afraid of Parent restrictions and her 

natural Child thrives on excitement, freedom, and joy. Her 

Child's view of life, although happy at times, prevents a 

consistently clear Adult view of reality. 

Phillotson's actions and attitudes during his marriage 

and separation provide the greatest potential for an Adult 

norm in the novel. Although dominated by his Child in per

suading Sue to marry him, ignoring v.̂ hat she might later feel, 

he is a mature and considerate husband. Initially his Parent 

reacts to Sue's request for a separation to live with Jude: 

"You would lose everybody's respect and regard; and so should 

I!" (p. 270). But as his Adult examines carefully and ratio

nally Sue's feelings and his part in causing them, he recog

nizes the most considerate choice. He claims to be "a feeler, 

not a reasoner" (p, 279) in explaining his actions to his 

old friend Gillingham, but his Child could hardly have made 
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such an unselfish decision. He agrees to allow Sue to 

leave, and later even grants her a divorce to make possible 

her remarriage. His action certainly involves love for her 

(Child), but his Adult is the dominant ego state: "His 

mild serenity at the sense that he was doing his duty by a 

woman who was at his mercy almost over-powered his grief at 

relinguishing her" (p. 280) . As he told his friend, "Cer

tain facts stared me in the face, and I couldn't go against 

them" (p. 283). 

The teacher's Adult resolve is severely tested by the 

Parent-motivated school board and villagers who fear his 

bad influence on their children. But he upholds the moral

ity of his actions and is fired. Sue also challenges that 

Adult decision when she visits him after hearing of his 

illness. Phillotson's Child begs her to stay and promises 

to forgive her. But later in telling Gillingham of the 

divorce he plans to give her, he Adultly maintains that "my 

only manly, and dignified, and merciful course is to com

plete what I have begun" (p. 304). 

After years of rejection, of poverty, of scorn, and of 

urging by the scheming Arabella, however, Phillotson is not 

so able to determine his mind Adultly. When he hears that 

Sue has left Jude, he decides to ask her to come back, partly 

out of his Child's love for her, partly from a Parent-inspired 
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desire to "acquire some comfort, resume his old courses, 

perhaps return to the Shaston school, if not even to the 

church as a licentiate" (p. 432), and partly because his 

Child feels that he deserves her as reparation for his 

former unselfish loss. But in writing to her he is con

sciously taking advantage of her impaired judgment to help 

argue his position. No Adult is dominant now. He argues 

with the widow that he is doing the right thing, but on the 

wedding day, "he felt he was not quite following out the 

humane instinct which had induced him to let her go" (p, 

446). Despite that perception, he remarries her. 

Since the principal relationships in the novel are be

tween men and women who live together—Jude and Arabella, 

Phillotson and Sue, Jude and Sue—one of Hardy's central 

ideas obviously concerns sex, love, and marriage. The legal 

Christian marriage between Jude and Arabella fails. Its 

basis was in animal passions and a Child's delusions, and it 

originated because of a game of "Rapo" which Jude was too in

experienced to detect. The legal ChristicUi marriage between 

Sue and Richard Phillotson also fails. It too was founded 

on a lack of clear understanding of what marriage means and 

a clouded view of each other, and it originated in 

Phillotson's taking advantage of his young pupil-teacher's 

need of a job and in Sue's impulsive defiance of Jude, 

Neither of these relationships meets the conditions for 
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"intimacy" and "love" as Berne defines them in his book. 

Sex in Human Loving. The third relationship, although ille

gal and immoral in the view of church and society, actually 

fulfills Berne's characteristics. Since Jude and Sue while 

living together before the death of their children enjoy a 

relationship similar to that of Bathsheba and Gabriel at 

the close of Far from the Madding Crowd—one of good commu

nication and mutual admiration— Hardy apparently saw in 

this union a true fulfillment of real marriage (rather than 

in the license and ceremony by which society usually defines 

that institution). 

From their first meeting as cousins in Christminister 

the pair feel a special affinity toward each other, and 

Hardy begins calling them "comrades," the same term used in 

the earlier novel to describe Bathsheba and Gabriel. 

Phillotson summarizes their camaraderie: "It is not an 

ignoble, merely animal feeling between the two . . . it 

makes me think their affection will be enduring. . . . I 

found from their manner that an extraordinary affinity, or 

sympathy, entered into their attachment, which somehow took 

away all flavor of grossness. Their supreme desire is to be 

together—to share each other's emotions, and fancies, and 

dreams" (pp. 278-279). He recognized both the beauty of 

their affection and its absence in his own marriage, Ara

bella observed the same attraction between them at the Great 
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Wessex Agricultural Show—"that complete mutual understand

ing, in which every glance and movement was as effectual as 

speech for conveying intelligence between them, made them 

almost the two parties of a single whole" (p. 358)—but 

failed to recognize its significance since she had never 

experienced it. She accused Sue of not knowing what love 

is, and the pair of acting like fools and children. But her 

friend Abby's reply shows Hardy's point: "And perhaps, Abby 

dear, you don't know what she calls love" (p. 354). To em

phasize the contrast, the author describes Arabella and her 

new husband as having the "antipathetic, recriminatory mood 

of the average husband and wife of Christendom" (p. 357), 

obviously not ideal although accepted as commonplace. 

The several descriptions of the character of Jude's 

and Sue's affection agree with Berne's transactional analy

sis of the highest relationship between men and women: 

"Love is the most complete and noblest relationship of them 

all, and includes the best of all the others: respect, ad

miration, turn-on, friendship and intimacy, all in one, with 

40 its own grace or charisma added." What attracted 

Phillotson's notice was the charisma. The two are halves of 

the same whole, counterparts, alike in their feelings. They 

love being together as companions, sharing ideas and stimula

ting their intellects. Each is concerned about the welfare 

of the other and include Father Time (Jude's son by Arabella) 
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in this "ennobling and unselfish" interest. The Child of 

each is free to express emotions and passions, unhindered 

by the Parent. There are no games at this point; the two 

are honest with no intention of taking advantage of the 

other. Jude emphasizes that, saying, "The highest form of 

affection is based on full sincerity on both sides" (p. 

313). They have been friends, comrades, so that they like 

each other before their Child is released to love unre

strainedly. What Hardy calls their "dreamy paradise," 

Berne describes this way: "This freedom of the Child is the 

essential part of intimacy, and it turns the whole universe, 

including the sun, moon, and stars into a golden apple for 

both parties to enjoy." 

The "turn-on" (sexual attraction), which Berne sees as 

advantageous, even necessary, in a love relationship is not 

as apparent in Sue's attitude as in Jude's. He admits his 

passion for her and his frustration at her insistence on 

living apart. He obviously feels that when she gives in to 

physical intimacy, their relationship as comrades and lovers 

is complete. But Sue's statements and attitudes cause the 

modern reader to question her interest in and need for sex. 

We are led to believe either that for her the "turn-on" or 

sexual excitement in a relationship is less necessary to the 

achievement of total love, than friendship, companionship, 

and game-free intimacy, or that Hardy believes that love 
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transcends sex. As Sue tells Jude, "My liking for you is 

not as some women's perhaps. But it is a delight in being 

with you, of a supremely delicate kind, and I don't want to 

go further and risk it by—an attempt to intensify it! As 

me with you I resolved to trust you to set my wishes above 

your gratification" (p. 289) . Perhaps she is again uncon

sciously testing Jude to see that he will not desert her 

"not OK" Child; for Jude with his strong sexual feelings, 

it is a severe test. But more probably her critical Parent, 

which she has escaped in so many other situations, has domi

nance over her Child in the realm of sex, and she is afraid 

to disobey. Eventually jealousy of Arabella provokes her 

Child to decommission the prudish Parent long enough to learn 

to accept and even enjoy the sexual aspect of their love. It 

seems likely that the lessening of tension between them and 

Jude's tenderness and increased appreciation of her (which 

her Child craves) allow Sue to fully live in their dream 

world. 

In their idyllic, intimate life together Jude and Sue 

fail to face reality; they are afraid to kill their dream. 

They are independent of the rest of the world (as Berne says 

intimacy encourages), but they fail to anticipate the con

stant and terrible pressures from their Parent-dominated 

society. Hardy says, "It was not till now that they really 

discovered what a fools' paradise of supposed unrecognition 
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they had been living in. . . . " (p. 368). They claim not 

to care about rumors and ostracism, but they forget their 

impressionable, sensitive child Father Time, may also be 

tormented by jeers. They overlook the possibility of losing 

work because of their unacceptable morality. In their Child 

delight at living together and being loved, they forget the 

practical elements of living in society, with which the 

Adult must deal. Sue's constant fear of being disciplined, 

of being contained by her Parent, is evident as she repeat

edly backs out of a marriage ceremony. Her Child resists 

the institutionalized concept of marriage as she had re

sisted the church's doctrines, the training school, and life 

with Phillotson. Her fear of being restricted by any Parent 

boundary is symbolized as Hardy has her open the pigeon's 

cage to let her pet birds free. Absolute freedom, joyous-

ness—projections of the Child—are the feelings she 

cherishes, almost worships. Out of love for her Jude refuses 

to insist on conformity, perhaps even allowing his Child the 

luxury of defying the Parent authorities which had dictated 

his actions for so long. Though they enjoy their life to

gether, their failure to commission their Adults to survey 

the reality of Victorian society and its unquestioning ad

herence to traditional moral values leads to the loss of 

jobs, property, health, and finally children and marriage. 
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Undoubtedly, Jude and Sue fail to exercise their Adult 

judgment in dealing with society; but it is impossible to 

read the novel without feeling Hardy's condemnation of that 

society for its part in the tragedy of the young couple. 

In their blind insistence on obedience to the Parent-

sanctioned institutions of family, church, and school, both 

rural and town dwellers crush any deviation from their tra

ditional pattern without considering its merit or rationale. 

Sue's quick mind, Jude's compassion, their awareness of 

"goodness" all are ignored or misinterpreted because they 

signed no legal marriage contract. Conformity, not love, 

signifies morality.to this society. 

Out of this narrow, pious background emerges the Widow 

Edlin who surprisingly learns to exercise Adult control over 

her suspicious Parent. She becomes Hardy's symbol for the 

ideal society which could coexist with Jude's and Sue's re

lationship of love. The widow is originally strongly Parent, 

reflecting rural society's view of marriage and morality: 

"'Tis time I got back to Marygreen . , , if this is what the 

new notions be leading us to! Nobody thought o' being 

afeard o' matrimony in my time. . . . " (p. 346), But as 

her friendship with Jude and Sue grows, so does her sympathy 

with their outlook on life. She sees clearly that Sue's 

self-torture is not true religion. She admits without 

Parent prejudice that Sue's life with Jude "concerned nobody 
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but your own two selves" (p. 441). The old widow even de

nies that Phillotson's forgiving and accepting Sue again is 

an act of Christian benevolence, as the (Parent) community 

will believe. She refuses to sanction the ostensibly re

ligious ceremony with her presence. Her Child-based concern 

for the couple she has aided and her Parent tradition of 

folk ways and the social norm do not hinder her Adult from 

evaluating clearly the motives of the various characters and 

predicting their outcomes. Surely she is a comment on the 

civilization which helps to destroy the couple's happiness, 

fortune, and unique intimacy. 

The end of their happiness and their relationship be

gins on Remembrance Day, the traditional Christminister 

holiday; the couple is poor, jobless, homeless, friendless, 

and back in the university city. Physical weakness result

ing from Jude's extended illness leads to a corresponding 

weakness in his Adult judgment. Memories, lost hopes, and 

even renewed dreams of success play on Jude's Child ego 

state, causing him to ignore the rain, his fragile health, 

his pregnant wife, and his shivering, frightened children to 

try to see the parade of successful scholastics. His speech 

before the parade crowds reveals a recognition of his fail

ure to achieve his ambitions—his "loser" script. But he 

recognizes also one reason for it: his aim has been too 

high, however worthy, to be practical; "it takes two or 
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three generations to do what I tried to do in one; and my 

impulses . . . were too strong not to hamper a man without 

advantages" (p. 393). In claiming to be a "paultry victim 

to the spirit of mental and social restlessness," Jude 

fails to realize that all his failures—as a frightener of 

birds, a scholar, a husband, a curate, and a church mason— 

were programed into his Child "tape" by parents and aunt. 

"I'm an outsider to the end of my days!" (p. 396), Jude's 

realization after the parade, was the message he had been 

told from the cradle. The best he could do was finally to 

stop trying to please the representatives of Parental author

ity, for his failures always increased his original "not OK" 

feeling. In living with Sue and feeling needed and approved 

as a recipient of her love, this feeling was lessened. When 

she left him, Jude reverted to drinking and sex to ease the 

pain of being a loser again—of his children, his wife, his 

partial "OK-ness." He v/as doubly tortured by his Child's 

passionate love for Sue and by his Parent's condemning him 

for his weakness of Child-like indulgence to assuage the 

losses. With a recurrence of his "not OK" feeling, Jude 

died voicing Job's plaint against life: "Let the day perish 

wherein I was born. . . . Why died I not from the womb?" 

(p. 488). But his Adult had triumphed; he never denied being 

right in relying on his own judgment. 
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Sue was also weakened by Jude's illness—physically, 

by working to compensate for his condition and by standing 

in the rain at the parade and, psychologically, by the men

tal torture she knew would result from Jude's Child-like 

insistence on seeing the parade, by the fear of being with

out a home, and by a growing sense of misgiving from having 

repeatedly defied and flaunted her Parent. If her Adult 

had been fully commissioned, she would never had told 

Father Time of the hopelessness of life, even in the inter

est of honesty. But she was exhausted and depressed, and 

her despairing Child looked for comfort in his inexperienced 

Parent, as she did with all men. The boy, having been un

wanted and insecure from his birth, was reconfirmed in his 

extreme "not OK" feelings as Sue all but blamed him for 

their difficulties. When she confessed to expecting another 

baby—the worst possibility he could see in their condition— 

his suspicions of others were also confirmed. He could not 

even trust those who claimed to love him to act in their 

mutual best interest: they were also "not OK," With no 

hope for relief, he gives up and kills himself and Sue's 

children. Perhaps it is his one last attempt to become "OK" 

that he writes the suicide note, hoping in death to gain his 

parents' approval by easing their financial strain. 

Knowing that she was responsible for the strange boy's 

death, Sue's ability to make rational Adult decisions snaps 
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under the burden of guilt. All her former actions to free 

her Child from Parent-set limitations appear now, in her 

unbalanced state, as wrong, sinful. Her Parent comes rush

ing in, pointing its finger in accusation, and demanding 

penance of the disobedient Child. Recognizing only that 

she has ridiculed the church's doctrine and violated so

ciety's moral code, her distraught Child reacts to please 

the punishing Parent by prostrating herself in St. Silas 

Church and by denying her marriage-in-spirit with Jude. In

tellectual exercise and Jude's companionship and love had 

given her pleasure; the Parent frowns on pleasure, so it 

must be eliminated. She had tried to dictate for herself a 

new script, unlike her parents' losing one, but her Adult 

had never taken charge of its execution. Her mind had been 

quick in intellectual pursuit, but her Child had been con

tinually dominant, fleeing from the Parent and repressing 

it, and now the Parent had relentless control. She had no 

experienced Adult to help reason, or at least keep balance 

through the crisis as Jude had been able to develop when he 

rejected his Parent script. He had experienced the problems 

of passion, of society's rejection, of guilt; Sue had enter

tained them more as mental exercise to show her disregard 

for convention. 

Her Child alternately fights the demands of the Parent 

and dutifully accedes to them in the last chapters of the 
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novel. She embraces Jude passionately, then demands that 

they live apart. She winces at Phillotson's kiss, then 

tears up her lovely decorated nightgown. She tells Jude in 

the Margreen church of her continued love, then stops her 

ears to avoid hearing his tortured coughing. She wildly 

hopes that Phillotson is dead so that she may return to Jude, 

and then forces upon herself the ultimate submission to the 

marriage institution's expectations. She is concerned only 

with her own punishment; she fails to contemplate Adultly 

Jude's possible condition without her sustaining love or the 

possibility that the tragedy was not God's judgment. Her 

Adult reasoning capacity is destroyed. 

An application of Berne's concepts of transactional 

analysis--games, life positions, scripts—enables us, first, 

to examine and understand more clearly the complex characters 

in Jude the Obscure, Jude moves from Child-like illusion 

formulated in defense of an overwhelmingly "not OK" life posi

tion to Adult reappraisal and dismissal of society's Parental 

mandates. He dies Adult and released from his "loser" script, 

yet destroyed by a wrong but too-powerful Parent society 

which condemned his love relationship. Sue, on the other 

hand, to rid herself of the "not OK" burden, represses her 

Parent rather than evaluating it rationally, and lives ac

cording to Child-directed feelings, never developing a func

tioning Adult. She finally exists in misery and guilt, a 
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sick woman, trying desperately to compensate for her inten

sified "not OK-ness" by blindly embracing the Parental 

institutions of marriage and religion. 

Moreover, as we have seen, Berne's ideas about love and 

intimacy illuminate the sensitive relationship between Sue 

and Jude and help condemn the relationships in the other 

marriages, 

Moved initially by his Child's desire for Sue, 

Phillotson achieves a measure of Adultness in granting her 

divorce, but allows himself to be dominated finally by self

ishness (Child) and propriety (Parent) in remarrying her, 

Arabella is the most static character, dominated throughout 

the novel by her Child's passionate sexuality. Her transac

tions with men always involve an ulterior motivation—that 

of providing for her own selfish interest; only with her 

girl friends does she conduct an honest relationship. 

The story, as thus seen by our transactional study, i.s 

both a love story—revealing transactions from "games" to 

"love"—and a bildungsroman—depicting Jude's growth from 

Child to Adult, But the "love" and the achievement of the 

Adult life do not necessarily result in happiness, as Jude's 

life has shown. 
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CONCLUSION 

Now, having applied the principles of Dr. Eric Berne's 

Transactional Analysis in this thesis to the study of an 

early and a late novel by Thomas Hardy, it is appropriate in 

this conclusion to evaluate the general utility and validity 

of Transactional Analysis as a phychological approach to lit

erary criticism; to formulate some generalizations about the 

two novels, as suggested by our specific psychological ap

proach; to inquire whether transactional analysis may not 

further contribute to an understanding of Hardy's novels by 

illuminating certain motives and values in his own personal

ity as an author; and finally to ascribe Hardy's general 

vision from this critical perspective. 

The initial advantage of transactional analysis is that 

the six terms which Berne finds essential to the study— 

Parent, Adult, Child, game, pastime, script—are easily mas

tered and applied by the student of literature. Moreover, 

these concepts aid greatly in isolating character motivation, 

character interaction, and character development in the two 

novels studied. Honesty, ulterior purpose, self-interest, 

and growth may be clearly revealed by the application of 

structural analysis. A study of transactions reveals various 

relationships between characters—games, friendship, intimacy, 

love. Through an investigation of scripts (winner, non-winner, 

70 
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loser) and life positions ("OK," "not OK") "we may understand 

better a character's eventual success or failure. That 

transactional analysis is especially applicable to .Hardy's 

work is suggested by a statement in his notes: "I am more 

than ever convinced that persons are successively various 

persons, according as each special strand in their charac

ters is brought uppermost by circumstance." The "various 

persons" or "special strands" (Parent, Admit, Child) and the 

circumstances which cause and result from them (transac

tions) are, of course, the subject of transactional analysis. 

However, in applying a modern critical tool to a nine

teenth century literary work, certain allowances must be 

made for the changing times and ideas, Hardy's works assume 

and use the traditional dualistic "psychology" that divides 

human nature into spirit and flesh or reason and passion. 

In adapting this division to a tripartite analysis of Parent, 

Adult, and Child ego states, a careful definition and dis

tinction must be made to indicate the difference. Berne's 

psychology follows that of Freud in emphasizing the impor

tance of sex in human life and thought, an idea which was 

more or less foreign and repugnant to most Victorians. 

Therefore, we cannot necessarily judge a late nineteenth 

century writer's avoidance of sex as a part of love too 

severely on the basis of a literary work alone. Other ideas 

of society and morality must also be considered relative to 
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the background of the writer's milieu, and not simply con

demned merely because of their disagreement with twentieth 

century views. We must remember the precaution of criticism, 

then, that we not impose upon the author the dramatized ego 

states and values of his novel without an accompanying study 

of his life. 

With these precautions in mind and with the encourage

ment of Hardy's own belief in the "successively various per

sons" in each of us, let us examine the results of our 

transactional analysis of Far from the Itodding Crowd and 

Jude the Obscure to determine its elucidation of character 

and theme. 

A comparison of the transactional analyses reveals sev

eral common elements. Bathsheba and Jude both grow from a 

Child-dominated egocentric life into an Adult existence 

based on sound judgment and clear reasoning. Because of 

this growth, they are assured a measure of fulfillment—if 

not of physical and material success or happiness, then at 

least a mental assurance and stability. The failure of 

other characters adequately to adapt to life and thus real

ize at least a relative fulfillment may be attributed to 

their inability to achieve this Adult-directed life. Bold-

wood, Troy, and Sue are all emotion-controlled Child charac

ters who are destroyed by their failure to maintain mature 

Adult control over their passions. Hardy reflects the same 
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thought: "A Plot, or Tragedy, should arise from the gradual 

closing in of a situation that comes of ordinary human pas

sions, prejudices, and ambitions, by reason of the charac

ters taking no trouble to ward off the disastrous events 

44 produced by the said passions, prejudices, and ambitions." 

Accompanying this progress from a Child to an Adult 

orientation to life is the parallel emphasis on reality over 

fantasy. Bathsheba must recognize the truth about Sergeant 

Troy's character just as Jude must learn to see through his 

illusions about Christminister. Boldwood refuses to admit 

the reality of Bathsheba's feelings and the real possibility 

of Troy's return, and Sue cannot see beyond her illusions of 

marriage into its true nature. Neither can survive his dis

illusionment without a secure Adult to interpret the situa

tion reasonably and to maintain balance. 

The matter of Adult realism versus Child illusion is, 

in both novels, specifically related to the subject of love 

and marriage. Both novels involve several marriage relation

ships. Bathsheba's marriage to Troy, Jude's to Arabella, 

and Sue's to Phillotson all fail because they are not truly 

mature Adult marriages. They are based on illusion, on de

ception, on exploitation, on romance, and sex. Bathsheba's 

and Gabriel's marriage and Sue's and Jude's relationship are 

based on long friendship, mutually shared experiences, both 

good and bad, the lack of distorted self-interest, and 
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diminished emphasis on romance and sex. Berne's definition 

of "intimacy" as a game-free relationship with no mutual 

exploitation expresses Hardy's feelings about these mar

riages. His use of the term "comrades" in both novels em

phasizes their non-sexual, non-romantic nature. 

Berne's ideas about "love" conflict somewhat with 

Hardy's presentation. Berne says that the Child must be 

free in love to release its emotions, but only after the 

Adult has examined the relationship rationally. Hardy would 

probably not disagree with this rational approach. But 

Berne emphasizes the role of sex in marriage as wholesome 

and advantageous, while Hardy implies that love can tran

scend and even nobly do without sex. 

In these men-women relationships, Hardy has the three 

main women characters play Berne's game of "Rapo" to vary

ing degrees. He seems fascinated by women's enjoyment of 

their power over men. As presented in the novels, the game 

is part of the larger emphasis on love and illusion. In 

Berne's terms, a game is a dishonest transaction, aimed at 

exploitation of the other player. Intimacy and love, con

versely, require openness, honesty, and concern for the other 

person. Bathsheba and Sue are able to achieve love by cast

ing aside their games; Arabella continues to play even while 

her husband is on his deathbed, and Hardy implies that she 

neither understands nor experiences real love. 
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Our transactional study of Hardy's works also high

lights some differences in the two novels, which were 

written twenty years apart. An increased complexity in 

characterization, structure, and theme are evident in Jude 

the Obscure. In the early novel, only Berne's simpler con

cepts of structural and transactional analysis were needed 

to examine the characters. Gabriel (Adult), Boldwood 

(Child), and Troy (Child) remain largely static, while 

Bathsheba progresses from Child to Adult. Levels and de

grees of interaction—games, sex, intimacy, and love—are 

easily discoverable. And, as intrusive author. Hardy makes 

many explicit statements about the characters which can 

readily be translated into transactional analysis terms. 

In Jude the Obscure, however. Hardy has progressed frcr. 

the teller of a popular, simple, rural tale to the author oi 

a complex symbolic presentation of many-faceted characters 

in a more complicated and industrialized urban society. 

Jude is introduced as a boy to give the reader a much more 

complete picture of his development. In addition to struc

tural analysis, we found it necessary to employ the concepu. 

of life position and script analysis in order to do justice 

to the complexity of his personality and its growth process. 

He does not move smoothly and steadily toward an Adult liio 

but vacillates, with his Child often in control. Moreover, 

Sue is an intricate combination of Bathsheba and Boldwood, 
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with her own individual qualities, making her very difficult 

to analyze. In Jude there is no stabilizing Adult norm like 

Gabriel Oak to serve as an encouraging model to Jude and Sue, 

making their search and struggle more complicated and leav

ing the reader without a sure knowledge of what is the ideal, 

except insofar as Jude himself approaches the achievement of 

a desirable Adult maturity by the end of the novel. 

The increased complexity of the structure and charac

ters in the later novel serves to emphasize its more thorough 

and more profound treatment of life. Moral values are no 

longer as simple and clear as in the earlier novel. Jude is 

able to achieve a functioning Adult life, yet he is destroyed 

by the misunderstanding and rigidity of non-Adult society, un

like Bathsheba, whose Adult enables her to work toward the 

achievement of a pleasant, productive future. Thus, in Far 

from the Madding Crowd, we see a clear correlation between 

the characters and their fate: they are clearly responsible 

for their destiny. If Adult, they may succeed; if Child, 

they are destroyed. In Jude the Obscure, however, we are not 

so sure. Society is an overwhelming power against which one 

man. Adult though he is, can hardly stand. 

In becoming Adult, Bathsheba's vain and rebellious Child, 

accustomed to choosing its own way regardless of opinion or 

consequences, learns prudent conformity. In the end of that 

novel she and Gabriel fit in naturally and willingly with 
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nature and society. Paradoxically, Jude's immature, inse

cure Child constantly conforms to the Parent standards set 

for it, and on achieving an Adult life, begins to exercise 

his own independence and judgment in the nonconformity of 

secure self-knowledge. But in this nonconformity, he is 

condemned by society. Conformity is not the virtue it was 

in the earlier novel; defeat for the main characters, not 

victory, emphasizes a changed perspective in Hardy's last 

fictional work. 

An examination of Hardy's life in transactional terms 

may contribute to the solution of the question of his chang

ing perspective. His art definitely changed in complexity, 

profundity, and sophistication during the twenty years be

tween the novels; a study of his life may reveal a corre-

45 spending change and illuminate the causes. Mrs. Hardy's 

portrait of her husband in her "biography" (which Hardy him

self helped compose) is that of a sensitive yet simple and 

fun-loving man. But a less-biased study of his notes and 

diaries reveals a more complex picture. Her descriptions of 

his childhood closely suggest the "not OK" feelings he later 

expressed in Jude the Obscure: "Reflecting on his experi

ences of the world so far as he had got, he came to the con

clusion that he did not wish to grow up. He did not want at 

all to be a man, or to possess things, but to remain as he 

was, in the same spot, and to know no more people than he 

..46 
already knew." 
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Emotion apparently was the dominant force in his youth. 

Music moved him to tears by the age of four, which troubled 

him because he did not know the reason. He waited eagerly 

evenings for the spectacle of the setting sun shining on a 

red wall in his family's house. These emotional experiences 

indicate a strong natural Child enjoying spontaneously what 

grown people spoil by analyzing Adultly. 

Hardy admitted, "I was a child till I was 16; a youth 
A *7 

till I was 25; a young man till I was 40 or 50." When he 

chose architecture as his vocation, he realized that "he was 

'up against' the position of having to carry on his life not 
48 

as an emotion, but.as a scientific game." He wanted to 

study theology or be a poet, but practicality forced him to 

study architecture. Later he complained that "the emotions 

have no place in a world of defect, and it is a cruel injus-

49 

tice that they should have developed in it." He was possi

bly recognizing that with a rational Adult, one has a better 

chance for success, but he also seems to be lamenting his 

own strong Child dominance and the world's impatience with 

impracticality. 

Mrs. Hardy describes his Child-like pleasure at receiv

ing an honorary doctorate from Oxford: "He is really just 

like a boy—or a nice child. He hates wearing his Order of 

Merit—but he is tremendously proud of his cap and gown, 

, . . I often wonder how many people recognize the 
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simplicity of his nature. He told me the other day that he 

50 thought he had never grown up. . . . " Although he had 

reasoned Adultly as a young man that his theological views 

were too unorthodox to study for the ministry, his Child's 

pride had probably longed for the honor of a degree for 

years and then finally delighted in this recognition by the 

academic world. 

Recent Hardy scholars have investigated the theory that, 

before he went to London, Hardy was involved in a love affair 

with a young woman, possibly his cousin, and that he even had 

a child by her, but never married her. Later he married 

Emma Gifford and apparently was very unhappy with her, though 
52 

they were married for over thirty years. His portrayal of 

beautiful women playing "Rapo" in Far from the Madding Crowd 

and Jude the Obscure, then, could be a result of the hurt 

that women had caused him: they are pretty, but they are 

dangerous. Southerington's critical study of Hardy empha

sizes the impact of his love affair on his writing and sug

gests to us an extremely passionate but "not OK" Child in 

Hardy. Hardy's preoccupation with his family ancestry and 

their complicated and ill-fated marriages and loves is also 

suggested by Southerington as a key to his concern with women, 

53 
love, and marriage. 

Hardy's "not OK" Child is evident again in his reactions 

to criticism of his novels. He replied indignantly to 
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critics who attacked his works and accused them of misunder

standing his purposes. After reading the reviews of Tess, 

he wrote, "If this sort of thing continues, no more novel-

54 
writing for me." The harsh reception of Jude was shatter
ing to Hardy, "completely curing [him] of further interest 

55 in novel-writing." His sensitivity to criticism comes out 

as a Child who, failing to get his way, refuses to cooperate. 

Hardy's views about conformity and social convention may 

help to illuminate this aspect of his works. As might be ex

pected, his strong emotional Child resisted strict Parental 

control. When asked his idea of a perfect society, he wrote: 

"I consider a social system based on individual spontaneity 

to promise better for happiness than a curbed and uniform 

one under which all temperaments are bound to shape them

selves to a single pattern of living. To this end I would 

have society divided into groups of temperaments, with a dif-

56 
ferent code of observances for each group." 

After marriage, the Hardy's travelled and visited, "liv

ing like tramps" (so relatives said), As they settled into 

their own home under pressure from those relatives, he wrote 

of "the irritating necessity of conforming to rules which in 

57 

themselves have no virtue." Hardy called social conven

tions "the artificial forms of living" even as Jude later 

remarked on "the artificial system of things" which dominates 

society. 
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Hardy once visited a teacher-training school which he 

later portrayed in Jude the Obscure, and commented: "Their 

[the young women's] belief in circumstances, in convention, 

in the rightness of things, which you know to be not only 

wrong but damnably wrong, makes the heart ache, even when 

58 they are waspish and hard. . . . " Certainly this strong 

feeling of individuality, of independence from accepted cus

tom for custom's own sake is reflected in Hardy's sympa

thetic treatment of Jude in his struggle against society's 

blind adherence to established tradition without considering 

true values. 

Hardy's private notes and fictional works reveal a non

conformity which is not evident in Mrs. Hardy's biography of 

his life. Albert Guerard suggests that Hardy only envied 

rebellion and nonconformity but actually identified with the 

docile and the unaggressive. He also maintains that a knowl

edge of Hardy's life is irrelevant to an interpretation of 

59 his novels. Disagreeing with this approach, Southerington 

makes a strong case for the influence of the author's life 

on his work: 

The loss of Tryphena [Hardy's alleged lover], the 
suicide of Moule [his best friend], the birth of 
the child, the failure of a marriage, the frustra
tion of a vocation for the ministry, and the sub
sequent loss of faith—who can guage adequately 
the effect of these upon a sensitive and brooding 
spirit . , . ? I have seen no adequate estimate 
of the power of Jude the Obscure, and certainly I 
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cannot offer one. The most that I can say is that 
the answer lies here, in the life aiKi soul of 
Thomas Hardy. . . .^^ 

Hardy apparently expressed little of his personal philosophy 

in Far from the Madding Crowd, but perhaps Jude the Obscure 

is the outburst of a passionate, emotional Child releasing 

its sympathies in the similar Child nature of Jude against 

the powerful, but mistaken Parent conventions which had 

controlled his life. 

Hardy's private notes, the fictive wmrld in his novels, 

and scholarly biographies all contribute to an understanding 

of his general vision of the human condition. This vision 

may be illuminated when examined in transactional analysis 

terms. Hardy's vision is a humanistic one; he is sympa

thetic to man. Our compassion in the novels is directed to

ward the characters. The reader feels Jude's rejection, his 

passion, his impatience with Sue; Bathsheba's anguish at 

having to decide about Troy and Boldwood; Gabriel's barely 

suppressed love and frustration. Hardy evsn portrays Troy 

and Arabella in such a way that we feel their humanity; he 

has an understanding view of them. 

In Hardy's vision man should be free to live in society 

as he wants. But he should regulate his o«n impulsive, irra

tional Child enough to see life clearly. Adultly. His moral

ity should be determined by an Adult evaluation of Parent 

convictions and mandates, and a rejection of those which are 
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invalid. But his values must not be enforced from external 

Parental restrictions, as the old Widow Edlin recognized. 

Most important of all, man should be happy. Love (in 

Berne's sense of "intimacy") may provide such happiness, as 

in the relationship of "camaraderie" between Bathsheba and 

Gabriel at the end of their story, and briefly between Jude 

and Sue; or an ecstatic, temporary release of the natural 

Child to savor life—young Hardy's passionate dancing, the 

rustics' singing, Sue's appreciation of the roses—may be 

an occasion for happiness. Even in Child-like enjoyment, 

however, man must not live in fantasy; he must recognize 

reality. Although,the characters and actions in Hardy's 

novels are not always realistic or believable, his symbolic 

vision of life is one of facing life realistically. 

In Hardy's world, man has little help in achieving 

happiness. In the reality that he must face, there is no 

God or benevolent force in the universe. However, Fate or 

the controlling forces (Nature), does not work against man; 

it is merely indifferent to his success or happiness. If 

man must struggle alone, then the Adult recognition of his 

condition rather than a Childish illusion about God may 

better enable him to survive. To relieve this painful real

ity, he may be aided by the natural Child's ability to enjoy 

life spontaneously. Guerard said, in this respect, about 

Hardy, "Good and evil seemed irrelevant in such an indiffer

ent universe; he wanted people to be happy." 
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Man may have no God to concern himself with, but he 

must surely consider nature and society in his view of real

ity. He has no reason to expect nature's sympathy; he must 

accept its cruelty Adultly (as Gabriel did the sheep's 

death) and carry on. There is an inner nature, however, 

which Hardy indicates may be controlled. Man may learn to 

curb Child-based longings, passions, ambitions which are 

harmful or inappropriate. Gabriel's acceptance of poverty and 

of Bathsheba's rejection, Bathsheba's control of her vanity 

and sexual passions, and Jude's reappraisal of his ambitions 

and subduing of his sexual drives are examples that the 

Child nature may be managed by Adult direction. Man may be 

able to control himself, but he has no control over the mass 

of society. As an Adult, he can determine his own morality, 

provide for his own happiness, and recognize his own reality; 

but he cannot determine society's reaction to him. It is in 

this powerlessness before nature and society that Hardy may 

be open to accusations of "pessimism"; he would probably 

rather call it "realism." 

Man generally accepts the position of the "not OK" 

Child in relationship to the awesome "OK" universe, attempt

ing to conform, to fit into the rhythm of the larger force. 

His life script dictates that he survive to be a "winner." 

At times his "contract" with the world is more ambitious 

than mere survival; he wants to maintain his integrity, to 
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contribute to mankind's well-being. This person may be 

able to decide that he, too, is "OK," and if he, like Jude, 

feels he has kept his honor, even in death or defeat his 

life script is not tragic. 

Transactional analysis can thus be a useful and easily 

mastered psychological tool for the critical study of an 

author and his work when applied in the proper perspective. 

A transactional analysis of Thomas Hardy's novels Far from 

the Madding Crowd and Jude the Obscure revealed and sharply 

defined features of character, structure, and theme not 

often or fully appreciated in his work. As a psychological 

tool, it was especially illuminating in character analysis. 

Furthermore, Berne's concepts added a new dimension to our 

understanding of Hardy as a man. Finally, the description 

of Hardy's vision of the human condition in transactional 

analysis terms was enlightening, especially in distinguishing 

between human responsibility and natural culpability with 

respect to man's fate. 
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Fiction, 18 (1964), 331-345, for an illumination of charac
ter based on imagery in the novel, 

25 
James Wright, "Afterword," Far from the Madding 

Crowd, Signet Classic Ed. (New York: New American Library, 
1960), p. 378, A similar scheme was earlier suggested by 
Carl Weber in Hardy of Wessex (New York: Columbia Univer
sity Press, 1940) , pp. 62-63. 

26 
Berne, Games, p. 86. 

27 
Ibid., p. 126. 

28 
Berne,Sex in Human Loving, p. 143. 

29 
Ibid., p. 143. 
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30 

Albert Guerard, Thomas Hardy (New York: New Direc
tions Books, 1964), p. 137"! 

Berne, Sex in Human Loving, p. 139. 

Chapter III 
32 

Jude the Obscure, Anniversary Ed. (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1920), p. 11. All subsequent references 
in this chapter to the novel will appear in the text. 

33 
Berne, Sex in Human Loving, p, 184. 

34 « 
Berne, Games, pp, 127-128. 

•̂^ Ibid., p. 27. 
36 

In transactional analysis terms, the "flesh" would 
be Child, and the "spirit," a combination of the Parent con
trolling the passion of the Child and the Adult determining 
the most reasonable, practical course of action. 

37 
Robert Heilman, "Hardy's Sue Bridehead," Nineteenth 

Century Fiction, 20 (1966) , pp. 307-323, expresses several 
of these views of Sue, but in other than transactional terms. 

38 
Guerard, p. 138. 

39 
F. R. Southerington, Hardy's Vision of Man (New York: 

Barnes and Noble, 1971), p. 145. 
40 

Berne, Sex in Human Loving, p. 143. 
41 

Berne, Sex in Human Loving, p. 141. Millgate com
ments on the couple's childlikeness at this point in the 
novel, and on their lack of consciousness of social 
pressures, p. 319. 

42 
For other interpretations of Sue's sexual inhibition, 

see Guerard, Chapter III, "Of Men and Women;" and D. H, 
Lawrence, Phoenix, "Study of Thomas Hardy" (19 36; rpt. New 
York: Viking Press, 1968). 

Conclusion 
43 

Florence Emily Hardy, The Life of Thomas Hardy: 
1840-1928 (1928 and 1930; rpt, 2 vols in 1, Hamden, Conn.: 
Archon Books, 1970), p, 230, 
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44 

Ibid,, p. 120. 
45 

If his ideas do not change, we may assume the first 
work was written with the intention of wide popular appeal, 
good sales, and the establishment of his reputation as a 
novelist, and that in the last novel, he was secure enough 
financially to express symbolically all the feelings, 
criticism, and harsh judgments of the world he had felt all 
along, now without concern for public censure. 

46 
Hardy, Life, p. 15. 

47 

Ibid,, p, 378, 

^^ Ibid,, p, 104. 

^^ Ibid., p. 149. 
50 

Letters from Florence Hardy to Lady Hoare, quoted in 
Southerington, p, 30. Another aspect of his childlikeness 
is discussed by Emma Clifford, "The Child: The Circus: and 
Jude the Obscure," Cambridge Journal, 8 (1954), 531-546. 

51 
See especially Southerington, Hardy's Vision of Man. 

52 
See Weber, Hardy of Wessex, pp, 154-175, 

53 

Hardy 

Hardy 

54 

55 
Weber 

Hardy 

"̂̂  Ibid. 

^^ Ibid. 

s Vision of Man, Appendix A and Appendix B. 

Life, p. 246, 

p, 152. 

Life, p, 258, 

p. 111, 

p, 235, 

59 
Guerard, p, 40. 
Southerington, p, 144, 

Guerard, p, 158, 
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